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SUMMARY 

In future mobile sateUite communications networks multi-beam antennas will 

be employed. With these antennas the principle of frequency re-use can be applied. 

The study before us at first determines the frequency re-use plan that is considered 

to be the best possible choice for illumination of the earth from geostationary orbit. 

Two situations have been investigated, viz a uniform traffic distribution and a non

uniform traffic distribution. It turns out that the arrangement of 19 antenna beams 

in a hexagonal grid and the division of the available frequency band into 7 sub-bands 

is the best solution. Next the possibili ties are investiga ted to use the hyperbolic 

reflector antenna with single feed per beam to obtain a radiation pattern with suffi

ciently low interference between beams utilizing the same frequency. As feeds in the 

antenna system we have investigated the short backfire antenna having a diameter of 

two wavelengths and a broad beam and a feed with a narrow beam. It appears that 

a carrier-to-interference level of 24 dB can be attained as long as the feeds being 

used have sufficiently narrow radiation patterns. 
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1. Introduction 

In communication satellite systems there is an increasing demand for channel 

capacity. However, satellite power and frequency bandwidth are both limited. 

A possibility to overcome the power limitation is to use a larger satellite antenna so 

that the gain is increased. Yet this implies a narrower beam and therefore the area 

that is provided with sufficient signal level is decreased. This is allowable as long as 

only a limited region has to be served. But when a wide region such as the earth 

has to be served one may use a multiple beam antenna in order to maintain con

tiguous coverage (the case in which several separate antennas are used is left out of 

consideration because of its complexity). 

A possibillty to overcome the bandwidth limitation is the application of frequency re

use, especially by spot-beam discrimination. This means that the same frequency 

(band) is used in more than one antenna beam to establish independent connections 

between physically separated areas on earth (see Figure 1.0. 

Figure 1.1: Frequency re-use by spot beam discrimination. 
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From the foregoing it is clear that making use of a multiple-beam antenna with 

frequency re-use meets the increasing demand for channel capacity (to a certain 

degree). 

From the possible types of antenna configurations we choose the hyperbolic reflector 

antenna without subreflector and one feed per beam to be investigated. The reasons 

for this choice are as follows: 

1. On one hand we might take the parabolic reflector with one feed per 

beam. However, even when the feeds are placed one to another it is not pos

sible to obtain beams that are contiguous and at the same time have a suffi

ciently low co-channel interference level to employ frequency re-use. With a 

parabolic reflector it is therefore necessary to use a cluster of 7 feeds per 

beam, whereas 1, 2 or 4- of the cluster elements have to be shared between 

ad j acen t clusters (see Figure 1.2, taken from [1], Figure 11). 

Figure 1.2: The sharing of elements between clusters. 

Now this sharing of elements make it necessary to apply a ~ultl-~eam Form

ing ~etwork which is heavy, lossy and produces extra heat which has to be 

radiated via extra thermal radiators. In brief: The sharing of elements leads to 

complexity. See [2J for a detailed example on the use of an MBFN in a sys

tem with a parabolic reflector. 

2. On the other hand we might take for the reflector a general shape and 

adapt it in such a way that the demands for both contiguous coverage and 

sufficiently low co-channel interference are met, while still having to use only 

one feed per beam. The problem that arises in trying to do so is that we 

have in fact an infinite number of possible reflector shapes to be investigated. 

They would have to be approximated by a large number of reflector co-
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ordinates or a series of suitable functions. In both cases we end up with a 

time-consuming computer program with which it is hard to work. 

What we could also do is investigating a class of shaped surfaces that is easy 

to handle when computing the radiation pattern, and yet may lead to meeting 

the demands mentioned. The hyperbole constitutes such a class of shaped 

surfaces. 

3. Ingerson and Chen [3] claim that it is possible by using a hyperbolic 

reflector to realize close (-3dB cross-over) beam packing and to obtain very 

low side lobes at the same time. 

4. The case of only one reflector and only one feed per beam is easier to be 

investigated than the use of more than one reflector and/or more than one 

feed per beam. 

On investigating the type of antenna chosen we have to take into account several 

antenna system properties. They can be stated a.s follows: 

1. How many beams do we want to produce and what are their half-power 

beam widths. 

2. Which frequency re-use plan do we have to apply. 

3. At what level do we want the beams to cross-over. 

4. What coverage gain can be obtained and what is the cross-polar gam 

thereby. 

5. What co-channel interference do we have to deal with. 

The first two items are discussed in chapter 2 and section 3.4. 

- The third item is dealt with right here, we want the beams to cross-over at -3 dB 

(see Figure 1.3). 

~
m beam 

1 2 

T CI"OY-owr poirt 

.... -3da <:Orltour 

Figure 1.3: Cross-over point -3 dB contour. 
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This means that at each point in the area to be covered one may receive at least 

50% of maximum power. If we would demand a cross-over level of say -6 dB, some 

points in the area would receive no more than 25%! 

The fourth and fifth item are discussed separately in sections 3.2 and 3.3 respec

tively in case we employ a non-offset antenna, and in sections 4.2, 4.4, 5.3 and 

5.4 for two special cases of an offset antenna. 
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2~ Frequency re-use 

As stated in the introduction the application of frequency re-use has certain advan

tages in relation to available bandwidth. However, it puts restrictions on the radia

tion pattern of those beams whose frequency is to be re-used: The drop-off outside 

the -3 dB contour (which indicates the usability border) has to be sufficiently large 

so as not to cause too high an interference level neither on nor within the 

-3 dB contour of co-channel beams (beams that utilize the same frequency band). 

Because of the requirement of high drop-off the system may become complexer 

(larger, more expensive) when applying frequency re-use. Hence one has to weigh the 

extra capacity gained against the extra cost it involves. 

2.1 Illuminating the earth 

In this investigation we will strive to meet the requirements as drawn up by INMAR

SA T [4] for their future servic:es. These services demand (among others things) that 

part of earth to be covered within which ground station antenna's have a minimum 

elevation angle f: of 50. 

R :: radius of the geostationary orbit = 42164.20 km 

r (equatorial) radius of the earth = 6378.16 km 

Figure 2.1: Covering area. 
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From Figure 2.1 it follows: 

sin (900 + € ) I R :::: (sin a )/r 

or 

sin a :::: (r/R) cos E::: 0.1512696 COSE 

So for the half opening anglea it holds: 

a::: arcsin (0.1512696 COSE) (2.1) 

From Figure 2.1 also follows: 

/3::: 1800 
- (90 0 + E ) - a ::: 900 

- to - a 

Hence for the included angle 2/3 of the area covered we find with (2.1): 

2/3:::: 2[90° - E - arcsin (0.1512696 COSE)] (2.2) 

Now we can calculate a and 2/3 for any value of the minimum elevation angle, as is 

carried out in Table 2.1 for several values of E from 0° to 15°. 

a 2/3 

0 8.7005 162.599 

2.5 8.6922 157.616 

5 8.6671lj. 152.666 

7.5 8.6255 Ilj.7.7lj.9 

10 8.5673 Ilj.2.865 

12.5 8.lj.927 138.015 

15 8.lj.O 19 133.196 

Table 2.1: Half opening angle and included angle. 
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From this table we read that in order to obtain a minimum elevation angle of 50 

the half opening angle at the sateiHte has to be: 

a= 8.667140 (2.3) 

The angle 2f3 can be interpreted as the longitudinal or lattitudinal 'distance' over 

which the area to be covered extends. 

It holds: 

2f3 = 152.6660 (2.4) 

We have appended a figure (see appendix 1, token from [4], Figure 1) as a check on 

the value of 2f3. In the figure in question it also can been seen that INMARSA T 

wants to provide satellite communications within three main Ocean Regions (Atlantic, 

Indian and Pacific) for which three satellites have to be located in the geostationary 

orbit at 250 W, 650 E and 1750 E respectively (marked positions at 00 latitude). 

The illumination of the earth now has to take place by a number of beams that are 

in some way arranged in a regular structure. 

For this structure two major geometries are considered: [5J 

1. The hexagonal grid 

2. The square grid 

See Figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2: Hexagonal and square grid. 
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The hexagonal grid can be realized most efficiently by feeds with a circular or 

hexagonal aperture. The square grid however is most efficiently realized by square 

feeds. 

Since in this investigation we will use feeds with circular apertures we select the 

hexagonal arrangement to be employed. This has the additional advantage that the 

overlap between adj acent beams is smaller than in the case of a square grid. Now 

the area to be covered with a hexagonal grid is (approximately) a circle. Then the 

coverage can be carried out with 1, 7, 19, 37, ••• beams as is shown in Figure 2.3. 

1 beam 7 beams 19 beams 37 beams 

Figure 2.3: Covering a circular area with a hexagonal grid. 

rc is radius of area covered and 

rb is radius of one beam (-3 dB contour) 

With the aid of a little triogonometry and Figure 2.4 we can express the distance 

from dot to plus sign (being r c) in the radius rb of one beam. 

Figure 2.4: Some distances in a hexagonal grid. 
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One finds: 

in case of 1 beam: 

in case of 7 beams: 

in case of 19 beams: 

in case of 37 beams: 

rc = 

rc = 

rc = 
rc = 

rb 

2rb 

"I1Jrb 

5rb 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

(2.5c) 

(2.5d) 

Above we have used rc and rb whereas we actually are concerned with the relation 

between a: (half opening angle at the satellite) and the half-power beamwidth which 

we denote by 03 (this notation will prove useful later on). 

Now we have: 

in case of 1 beam: a == !63 so 63 == 2a: == 17.334280 (2.6a) 

in case of 7 beams: a ~ 2.!e3 so 83 ::::: a: ::::: 8.6670 (2.6b) 

m.!83 so 63 ~ 
2 

4.8080 (2.6c) in case of 19 beams: a ::::: a ::::: 

10 case of 37 beams: (l ~ S.t83 so 83 ~..!.a ::::: 3.4670 (2.6d) 
5 

Only in case of 1 beam the value for 83 may be exact. 

The other values actually are approximations. The reasons for this are: 

1. In reality the beams will not be identical: 

- they may prove to be larger or smaller. 

- they may have a -3 dB contour that is not a circle but more of an 

ellipse. 

2. In reality the cross-sections of the beams lie on a spherical surface rather 

than on a flat one 

as was assumed. A consequence of this is that, on (zenithally) pro j ecting the 

spherical surface on a flat one, the beams will appear slightly larger, so 

they have more overlap and therefore the dots in Figure 2.3 would tend to 

move outwards. An exaggeration of this !s shown in Figure 2.5. 

Figure 2.5: Enlargement of coverage by beams on a sphere. 
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This effect of enlargement of coverage can be compensated by taking for 93 

a value that is slightly decreased. As a first approximation howev~r the ef

fects mentioned will be neglected: Especially the second effect is very low in 

our case. As to the first effect, at this moment not a conclusion can be 

given. 

In deter mining which number of beams (l, 7, 19, 37, •• ) is the best to be chosen we 

consider: 

1. On one hand: 

The more beams are used the more beams can utilize the same frequency 

band, so the more advantage can be gained by applying frequency re-use. 

Therefore we would like to use as many beams as possible. 

2. On the other hand: 

The more beams are used the smaller they have to be (as can be seen in 

Figure 2.3), so the larger the reflector has to become. 

Therefore we would like to use as few beams as possible. 

3. In case we use only one beam there can be no frequency re-use, so this 

possibility will be omitted. 

From the second and third consideration it follows that we would preferably use 

seven beams (if frequency re-use is possible herewith). Now it depends on the extra 

bandwidth we want to be able to use and above all on the possibility to apply 

frequency re-use in a given case wether or not we decide to choose 7, 19, 37 beams 

or even more. This decision is worked out in section 2.3. The next section serves as 

preparation for this decision. 
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2.2 Possible frequency re-use plans. 

When applying frequency re-use we assume that there is a certain frequency band 

available, which will be divided into a number of 

subbands. Each one of these subbands can contain only an integer number of com

munication channels, therefore not every division will be most efficiently in this 

respect. However, we w11l neglect this effect at first instance, and divide the 

frequency band into N subbands of equal range. The subbands are denoted by f l' f2' 

••• , fN as is shown in Figure 2.6 (on a frequency scale) for the case N = 4. 

undivided divided 

Figure 2.6: Division of a frequency band for frequency re-use. 

N is defined hereby as the "level of frequency re-use", in accordance with [5J. For 

every value of N it is actually possible to design a re-'use plan. Two examples are 

shown in Figure 2.7 (N :. 3 and N :. 4 respectively). 

Because of the co-channel interference ho';Vev~r, which we want to be as low as 

possible, it is desirable that the co-channel beams (which utilize the same frequency 

band) are placed as far apart as possible. In the (regular) hexagonal grid it is plain 

from symmetry considerations that this goal is attained if all co-channel beams are 

equally spaced, and therefore itself form a hexagonal structure (as marked in Figure 

2.7 for f 1)' This holds for every frequency band, from f 1 to fN! 

Figure 2.7: Two possible frequency re-use plans. 
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On fulfilling the requirement for equally spaced co-channel beams it can be shown 

(as has been done. in appendix 1) that for the possible values of the frequency re-use 

level in a hexagonal grid it holds: (conform to [5]) 

N :;: i 2 + / + i j, for integer i, j (2.7) 

For several combinations of and N has been calculated and tabulated in Table 

2.2. 

o 2 3 4 5 

0 0 

1 3 

2 4 7 12 

3 9 13 19 27 

4 16 21 28 37 48 

5 25 31 39 49 61 75 

Table 2.2: Value of N for several combinations of and J. 

The table has not been filled up completely because in (2.7) and are 

interchangeable. 

It can be seen now that not every number occu'rs in the series: 

N :;: 0, 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 12, 13, 16, 19, 21, 25, .•. (2.8) 

So that if we would use: N :;: 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, •• (2.9) 

not an equally spaced pattern of co-channel beams would be possible for every 

subband. Mark that frequency re-use is possible only if N>3: 

-N = ° is physically meaningless 

-N ::: 1 means that all beam utilize the same frequency band 

-N ::: 2 leads to a scheme like that drawn in Figure 2.8 
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Figure 2.8: Frequency plan for N = 2. 

With the aid of Table 2.2 it is easy now to design a frequency re-use plan (take N ;:;. 

7 as an example): 

From the table we read that the values of and 

and 2 respectively 

belonging to N ;:;. 7 are 1 

- From this we derive that on having assigned a subband to a certain beam, 

we have to assign the same subband to the beam that lies away on a 

location of 1 gridpoint in the 'j-direction' and 2 gridpoints in the 

, j -direction I (see Figure A 2.1) 

- Further we have to assign the same subband to every beam which together 

with the two already obtained builds up a hexagonal grid, as long as the 

beams in question lie within the area to be covered 

- The design has to be continued until everyone of the N different subbands 

has been assigned to one or more beams 

For our particular case of covering the earth frequency re-use plans are shown in 

Figure 2.9 for the case of coverage by 7 and by 19 beams (37 beams etc. is too ex

tensive for this), for those values of N which actually allow for frequency re-use. 

Next to every frequency plan we have drawn a frequency band, its division into N 

subbands and below each subband mentioned how often it is used (in the various 

beams). 

t" f. I 
S, , f'l. , f~, I!" , 

'1 "3 .... =If: 1 '2 '2 2 
J. J 

Ii ..,.. 



I i, I ,f" I.f;, I 

#: 1- 6 6 

c;N=3 

5 .3. lb. ,13 II, l!J .t' If. I 

#: 1 '3 J :3 3 3 3 
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I II , Ii. I 13 I 14 I 

#: t 4 4 4 

.£. ,£'1 /3 '£4. ,fr .fa Ifr /a ,n I 
4;:12'2 '232. '2.'2 :3 

f)N= 9 

/, ll. J:> /4 ,fi ,It? /1- ,10 .I, '£1<) ,i" .In , 
#: 1 1 '5 2 3 1 1 '2 1 1 '2 1 

~) N=1.'2 

.I. Ii,. /3 ,4 .h ,I. .FF ,a ,n ,he,r ... . i'l';'ll .fa ,f1$ ,£., I 

#: 1 1 2 1 1 1. t 1 '2. 1 '2 1 1 1 1 1 

N =16 

Figure 2.9: Frequency re-use plans for earth coverage. 
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2~3 Determining the most suitable re-use plan. 

At the end of section 2.1 we noticed that there has to be some kind of criterion 

wi th regard to frequency re-use in the light of which we may determine the op

timum number of beams to be chosen for illumination of the earth (at least the part 

of earth with elevation angle )50 ). 

Therefore we introduce the term "frequency re-use factor", denoted by n, defined in 

case of subbands of equal width as follows: 

n ~ 

= 

total number of beams 
number of subbend5 

#beam5 
N (2.10) 

In Table 2.3 we show the value of n for every possible value of N On the sense of 

(2.7» in case we illuminate the earth with 7,19 and 37 beams respectively. We have 

used values of N up to N :: 19. 

N 

#beams 3 4 7 9 12 13 16 19 

7 2.33 1.75 

19 -§~~~ 4.75 2.71 2.11 1.58 1.46 1.19 1 

37 _! ?~~~ _~._2)_ 5.29 .iJ.l 3.08 2.85 2.31 1.95 

Table 2.3: Frequency re-use factor n. 

Now the ob j ective we want to achieve is a frequency re-use factor of 2, or stated 

otherwise: We demand: 

(2.ll) 

Hereby we have taken [4] to conform to, just like we did in section 2.1 in relation 

to the area to be covered. In table 2.3 we have under lined those values of n which 

satisfy this condition. From this we see that if we were to use 7 beams we would 

be restricted to the application of 3 different frequency subbands (N :: 3). See Figure 
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2.9a for the frequency re-use plan in question. It implies that the co-channel beams 

have to be located rather close to each other. In fact, the smallest distance between 

their -3 dB contours may be only as large as r b' or 1/2 °3 in angular terms. This 

puts such heavy constraints on their radiation patterns that, on employing the an

tenna configuration we have been investigating, it will prove to be impossible to ob

tain a sufficiently low co-channel interference level (this will become clear in the 

ne xt chapter). 

The same consideration is valid in relation to the application of 3 subbands (N ::: 3) 

in the cases of using 19 (, 37, •• ) beams, where the situation is even worse because 

the number of co-channels that interfere is (much) larger. Even the application of 4 

subbands (N ::: 4) will prove to lead to a co-channel interference level that is too 

high, particularly because of the interference of at least 3 co-channels, whereas the 

interference caused by just one co-channel might be sufficiently low. 

In section 2.1 we stated that we would preferably use as few beams as possible. 

Therefore up to now we conclude that the best choice is to use 19 beams and apply 

a frequency re-use level N of 7 or 9, with frequency re-use factors n belonging to it 

of 2.71 and 2.11 respectively. 

In practice the geographical distribution of traffic is not uniform (see appendix 1). 

As a consequence of this the frequency subbands will not be of equal width. We 

therefore introduce a new definition of the term frequency re-use factor n: 

t.oi:al number d "hennels 
num~ Of Channels in the. elementary ~up 

#: cJ,. 
4f:.el.~. (2.12) 

Here it is assumed that each subband is divided into an integer number of channels 

and that they are occupied completely by the traffic. 

We will illustrate this definition together with that of an "elementary beamgrouplt in 

the light of an example. Take the case of illumination by 7 beams, applying 3 dif:

ferent frequency subbands (N ::: 3), the frequency re-use plan of which is shown in 

Figure 2. lOa: 

9J frequenc.y re· use plan i:lI uniform distribution gnon-uniform distribution 
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Ql non-utIiforrn distp.i bution ! non-uniform distri bution iJ ron- uni form distribution 

Figure 2.10: Illumination by 7 beams, applying N ::; 3. 

1. When the traffic is uniformly distributed each beam supplies an equal share, 

that is: 100 %/7 ::; 14 2/7 % (Figure 2.10b), resulting in: 

n = nuniform ::; 2 1/3 (2.13) 

2. When the traffic is distributed as shown in Figure 2.10c, we have to 

allocate the complete frequency band to the beams with the highest 

percentage of traffic. In this case the "elementary beamgroup" is the group 

of beams with the highest percentage of traffic (thick outlined in the 

figure), resulting in: 

100'ro 
n::; 65% ::; 1 ~ < 2 (2.14 ) 

The same is valid to the distribution shown in Figure 2.10d, yet with a dif

ferent shape of the outline of the elementary beamgroup. 

- With the distribution shown in Figure 2.10e however, the outline drawn there, 

though surrounding the three beams with the highest percentages of traffic, 

is not the outline of an elementary beamgroup. This is so because if we 

would allocate all channels to the beams as outlined we would allocate dif 

ferent channels to co-channel beams (the percentages of 15 and of 30 must 

utilize the same frequency band, f2 in this example). 

So in this case not the beam with 15% but the one with 10% belongs to the 

elementary beamgroup, as shown in Figure 2.10f, resulting in: 

n .. 100'll. ::; IS < 2 
10% 

(2.15) 
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3. In the light of the foregoing we define the: 

"elementary beamgroup" :; a group of N beams consisting of per subband the 

beam with the highest percentage of traffic. 

In the preceding example we have seen that, although it holds: n>2 in case of 

unifQrm traffic, this may not be valid anymore in case of non-uniform traffic (as in 

(2.14) and (2.15». 

We may now wonder what degree of non-uniformity is allowed under which we still 

have: n)2. 

The answer to this question can be obtained from (2.12). In this case we observe: 

#el. ch. 
#ch 

(2.16) 

In words: When half or less of the total number of channels is al10cated to the 

elementary beamgroup we satisfy the demand for a frequency re-use factor of 2 or 

more. 

In Table 2.4 we show, for several cases of N and of the number of beams, the 

average percentage of traffic per beam inside and outside the elementary beamgroup 

that will lead to n ::. 2. These averages have been calculated according to the fol

lowing formulae: 

average-inside - 50% - -N-

average-outside :; 50% 

# bearre.-N 

(2.I7a) 

(2.17b) 
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N 

location 3 4 7 9 12 13 16 

inside 
161 

7 

outside 11\ 

inside 
16~ 12~ tt 51-

19 9 

outside 3k J! 4* 5 

inside 
1b~ 11\ 1t S~ 4t rt 3i 

37 9' 3n 

8 lD: H la 1. 2f1 outside 1f1 >'5 '2 2n 

Table 2.4: Average traffic percentages inside and outside the 

elementary beamgroup,Jeading to n 2. 

Now it holds: The smaller the difference between inside and outside percentage, the 

smaller the non-uniformity. 

Of the two cases that were left to be considered, namely N :: 7 and N = 9 (for 19 

beams), we will drop the case of N :: 9 because, judging from the example traffic 

distribution of appendix 1 and from table 2.4, the traffic non-uniformity allowed 

while still obtaining n>2 is too small. 

From Table 2.4 at the same time it can be seen that the non-uniformity allowed in 

case of N :: 7 (for 19 beams) is much larger namely 7 1/7% as inside-average and 

4 1/6% as outside average. 

At the end of this chapter we conclude that the case most likely possible is the one 

in which 19 beams are used with a frequency re-use level of: N :: 7. The frequency 

re-use plan belonging to it can be seen in Figure 2.ge. 

Note that hereby we have actually anticipated the impossibility of applying N = 3 or 

N = 4! 
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3. Parametrical study on the non-offset hyperbolic antenna. 

In this chapter we investigate the hyperbolic reflector antenna with single feed per 

beam as a possible configuration in order to apply frequency re-use. Having chosen 

for a reflector type of antenna (as contrasted with the use of an array antenna) 

there is a choice to be made between a symmetrical or non-offset antenna and an 

offset antenna. Suppose we were to use a non-offset antenna. Then aperture blocking 

would arise (see Figure 3.0. 

I aperture 

I'" 
.teed -cluster 

'Ii 

D I 

Figure 3.1: Aperture bloCking. 

Because of the rather large diameter of the feed-cluster (at least 3 feed diameters 

in case of 7 beams and at least 5 feed diameters in case of 19 beams) the radiation 

pa ttern degrades (high side lobes) to such a degree [6] that the configuration becomes 

useless for frequency re-use. 

We will avoid the degration as a result of aperture blocking by employing an offset 

antenna. 

The purpose of our investigation is to find the optimum combination of parameters 

involved which lead to the desired radiation patterns. However 1 the investigation of 

an offset antenna is more complicated than of a non-offset antenna, for two reasons: 

1. The change from non-offset to offset introduces an extra parameter to 

be dealt with (namely the so called offset angle) 
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2. The computation takes up much more time (because the symmetry is lost we 

ha ve to compute a double integral instead of a single one *) 

Now it is somewhat to be expected that the radiation pattern of a non-offset an

tenna with feed in focus (whereby the aperture blocking has been neglected) shows 

much resemblance to its offset equivalent. The same is valid (yet to less extend) to 

the offset antenna with feed in focus compared with the same offset antenna with 

feed out of focus (a so called "scanned" feed). The differences that still exist can be 

explained: 

- in the former case because the symmetry (partially) gets lost, cross-polarisation 

arises, at the cost of a lower gain and a wider radiation pattern (co-polar) 

- in the latter case because the symmetry that there still was left gets lost com

pletely. 

Because of what has been mentioned in the previous two paragraphs we will, in this 

chapter, investigate the non-offset antenna with feed in focus and neglected aperture 

blocking. This investigation is a parametrical study, among other things for as low 

sidelobes as possible, to be achieved with the most economical parameter set (with 

regard to dimensions). 

*: See Janssen [6], who has developed computer programs to compute the radiation 

pa tterns of both offset and non-offset hyperbolic antenna. 
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3.1 Fundamental parametrical relations 

The hyperbolic reflector that forms the major part of our antenna system, has the 

mathematical shape of a hyperboloid. This figure has been described thoroughly by 

Janssen [6J. Therefore we will summarize only those definitions and properties that 

are essential to our study. 

For the equation of a hyperboloid with one focus in the origin and the other at a 

distance 2F along the z-axis in the point (0, 0, 2F) it holds: 

The symmetric hyperbolic reflector consists of that part of the hyperboloid which 

satisfies the next two conditions: 

z I F + ah (upper part of the hyperboloid) 

(x2 + y2) ~ (D/2)2 (limitation of the dimension) 

wi th D the diameter (see Figure 3.1) of the reflector. 

We define: 

M = e+1 
e-l 

as the 'eccentricity' and 'magnification factor' respectively, and: 

as the focal distance. 

(3.2 a) 

0.2 b) 

(3.3 a) 

(3.4) 

Some of the preceding quantIties are indicated in Figure 3.2, a diagram of the hy

perboloid described by (3.1) in case y = O. 
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/ 
" 

, , , 

D 

~ '" cos ¢ (3.5 oJ 

M" FjClh (J5b) 

Figure 3.2: Hyperboloid for y = 0; depicting some quantities. 

For the shown quantities 0f,max and Pf,max the following relation is valid: 

Pf,max = ~f~~~~l~) ____ __ 
e cos Or +l ,max 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

(3.6) 

Hereby Pf,max is the maximum distance between (concave) focus and reflector, and e 
f,max is the angle with the negative z-axis. 

From Figure 3.2 it follows: 

!lD sin 0f,max = 
ff,1'\'1QX 

So that together with (3.6) it follows: 

flo 

(3.7) 

(3.&) 

The other part of the antenna system is formed by a corrugated feed, placed in the 

concave focus located at (0, 0, 2F), and directed towards the negative z-axis. This is 

shown in Figure 3.3, in which also the coordinate systems of the feed (with subscript 

f) and of the reflector are indica ted. 
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Xj 

a, 

/#/--------2 F --------t( "'-.::..r...w....::..r... ___ _ 

y 

Figure 3.3: Co-ordinate systems with feed placed in focus. 

Utilizing these co-ordinate systems every point of the reflector satisfies the next 

relation: 

tan (9I /2) = M. tan (6/2) 

For the radiation pattern of the feed it holds [6]: 

G£ (ef ) "[,';oe, . 1,1", 'ne,) 'r 
Gr (0) 1- ( kJ~~~f.) 

. with 

whereby: - j 01 is the first zero of the Besselfunction of zeroth order 

Jo(u): j 01 = 2.40482558 

- a is the radius of the feed 

- k is the wavenumber: k = \11 , with A being the wavelength 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.1l) 

In Figure 3.4 we show the diagram of (3.10) in case ka = 7/ 12/ 16/ 20. Further we 

plot in Figure 3.5 the relation between the directivity (maximum gain) of the 

feed Gf (0) and the 'input-parameter' ka, as given by (3.1i). 
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1rf Yf 4<f 'Slf &0" 

Figure 3.4: Radiation pattern of the feed. 

10 '20 . '2.4 

Figure 3.5: Directivity of the feed for different radi i. 

SI 

ka 

From (3.10) we are able to determine the edge illumination (denoted by e.i.): 

e.i. : 1O. 101og ( <i, (8r,~,) ) d~ 
Gr (0) 

= [ .. CD; 0,,=_ . 'Jo \ ka sin By, max) fdJ) (koimB! r 1- )f!'\OX 

In case: \ j01 

ka sin t1f,max = i02 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 
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we find:. 

e"i. :: -GI)dB. 

Therefore we define: 

I Jtn 
ka Qka :::-

-C? e.i.:: -Cf.) dB ~inA. vf,rnax 

wi th j02 the second zero of the BesseJfunction of zeroth order JO(u): 

j02 = 5.5200781-

Insert (3.14) in (3.12) then it follows: 

}o (~.j,,~) 
1- -_.1!!!. ~

ka .)1 
i(~_ '" J01 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

Now we have obtained an expression which does not contain 8f,max anymore. In 

Figure 3.6 we have plotted the e.i. as a' function of ka, in case ka_(/') :: 7/12/16/20. 

e..i. in de 

-'lO 

- ;so 

-40 

-so 

-60 
0 1 

Figure 3.6: Edge illumination as a function of ka for several values of ka_w 

By way of illustrating this figure we take a certain value for 0f,max' Equation (3.14) 

gives us the value of ka-CI'> belonging to it, take ka_<->:: 20 as an example. Then from 

Figure 3.6 we may read the edge illumination obtained for a certain feed diameter, 
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or what feed diameter is required to obtain a certain edge illumination. Fop ka_v> = 

20 we obtain e.i. = -2& dB if we take the value ka = 18.5. What also may be ob

tained from the figure is given values for e.i. and ka, an approximate value for ka_ w 

or, consequently, 9f,max (the exact value may be calculated in an iterative way from 

equation (3.10). 

For the remaining part of this chapter and in the next one we will choose an edge 

illumination of -endB: 

e.i. = -Vl dB (3.16) 

resulting in (see (3.14»: 

(3.17) 

There are three reasons for this choice: 

1. The lower the edge illumination the lower the edge diffraction and the more 

accurate the computation of radiation patterns will be. We are not allowed to use 

an e.i. of say larger than -20 dB to -30 dB, because of the effect mentioned. 

2. The difference between - (,/) dB and say -30 dB can hardly be noticed in the 

radiation patterns. So the results we will obtain may, up to a cenain degree, also 

be applied in case e.i. t- -1.1") dB. 

3. For a given value of the feed radius we are allowed to use (the simpler) equation 

(3.13) instead of (3.12) to calculate 9f,max' 

As an extra illustration we have added Figure 3.7 which for two identical reflectors 

(and therefore two equal values of 9f,max .and ka-",!) shows the angular radiation 

patterns of the feed for edge illuminations of - (f) dB and f -C/') dB respectively. Also 

are shown the side lobes which were omitted in the Figures 3.4 and 3.6 for the sake 

of clarity. 

The side lobes lead to spillover losses and consequently a decrease in efficiency of 

the antenna, as is in addition the case for part of the ma[nlobe, when e.l. ::f::-C/) dB. 

The spillover has been indicated striped in Figure 3.7. 
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a)e.i ::: - ",dE> b)ei 4- - V? de 

Figure 3.7: Angular radiation patterns for different values of e.!. 
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3.2 Saturation of the directivity 

This section is very important, for we will show that the hyperbolic reflector an

tenna has a limit to its directivity when the diameter is continuously increased 

(while holding e, f/D, ka and e.i. fixed). This result will prove to be of great value 

in selecting the right or most economical parameter set for the antenna. 

For this purpose we introduce the parameter A, being the maximum distance between 

the spherical aperture of the hyperbolic reflector and the planar aperture of a 

parabolic reflector with the same diameter, A has been indicated in Figure 3.8, 

together with some distances and angles which will occur in an expression for a 
which we will determine next. 

F1:: (0,0,0) 

h:,(o,O,"lF) 

spherical apertvre 

planar aperture 

Figure 3.8: Depiction of parameters related to L1 • 

First observe that the focal point F 1 is the centre of the spherical aperture of the 

hyperbolic reflector. Therefore we may derive from the figure: 

(3.18) 

We also derive: 

sin 0max :: (3.19) 

Now we apply the goniometrical relation: 

0.20) 
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and obtain: 

tanH 9max) ::: IAjR."rnClx ::: ~ 
~91 1n A"max '2 

(3.21) 

Eliminate 9max by using relation (3.9), which is also valid in case 9 = 8max and 

9f ::: 9f,max and then has the form 

( 1 ) 1 (1 tan 'i 9max = M tan 1 0f,max) (3.22) 

Then we find: 

.1 1 (1 ) ( ) 6 = 2" D. M tan 2: 9f,max 3.23 

Multiply both sides with the wavenumber k ~~ : 

1 1 1 
k A ::: '2 kD' M tan ( 2 9f,max) (3.24) 

From the definition of A it follows that kA is the "maximum phase error ll of the 

spherical aperture with respect to the planar aperture. We talk here of an "error" 

because the planar equiphase aperture of a parabolic reflector is considered to lead 

to the .highest directivity possible (far-field), whereas the spherical equiphase aperture 

of a hyperbolic reflector leads to a diverging beam and consequently a lower direc

tivity (in case of equal diameters of course). In Figure 3.9 we have tried to visualize 

the property of decreased directivity by drawing rays (applying the geometric optical 

principle) in both cases and showing that this leads to a decreased far-fleld density 

(less rays are enclosed by an equal area). 

Because henceforth we will use the term AlA. instead of!\ or k A but at the same 

time we want to retain to the use of the term kD, we rewrite expression (3.23): 

(3.25) 
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~::=~~~----~-------------r 
-----::-~~----_1 

a) paraboloid b) hyperboloid (e 1.5) 

decreased 
flux 

Figure 3.9: Decrease of directivity by diverging instead of parallel rays 

It is clear that i1/,A is now fully expressed in terms of reflectqr parameters (and not 

feed parameters). 

Having introduced A/). we raise the supposition that 1 
= "2 forms a limit above 

which the directivity can hardly be increased anymore by proportional increase of 

diameter D and focal distance f. This proportional increase is illustrated in Figure 

3.10. Observe hereby that A~l is proportional to D, just as well as f is. 

The supposition has been actuated by the analogy that exists between the hyperbolic 

reflector and a conical horn antenna with small flare angle as described by 

Jeuken [7]. 

The analogy consists in the horn antenna having approximately the same equiphase 

surface, namely a spherical one (see Figure 3.10, and besides having a low e.l.: 

("",-30dB) which is also required in our case of the hyperbolic reflector antenna. Now 

it appears that th~ optimum dimensions of the horn antenna have to be such that: 

(3.26) 
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Figure 3.10: Proportional increase of diameter D and focal distance f (e 2). 

whereby an increase in R al6ne so that d> t.l does not lead to an increase of the 

directivity anymore, hence our supposition of AI) .. 
1 

::. '! being a limit. 

a) conical horn b) hyperbolic reflector 

Figure 3.11: Analogy between conical horn antenna with small flare angle and 

hyperbolic reflector. 
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We will now verify wether indeed there is a limit to the directivity of 'our' antenna 

and, if so, at what value of 4jA this is attained. From (3.25) it is clear that the 

value of A/A may be varied by varying: 

kD (k times reflector diameter) 
_ M (_e+1) 

-e-l 
- 0f,max (half of the so called reflector included angle) 

However, M and 0f,max have to be held constant when varying kD because else the 

shape of the reflector may become changed in such a way that this too has an in

fluence on the directivity, through which we would not be able to see the saturation 

effect anymore. Therefore we will take kD to be the variable, and M and 0f,max to 

be parameters. 

Furthermore: if for a renewed set of parameters M and 8f ,max we would select 

several values of kD, we would see by calculation of (3.25) that '1A is likely to be 

much too large or much too small compared to the value of 1/2 (especially a change 

in e via M may have a large influence on the value of t::./.l for a fixed value of e 
f,max)' For this reason we rewrite (3.25) into an explicit expression for kD: 

(3.27) 

through which kD now has become a dependent variable which is expressed in the 

new independent (that is: free to choose) variable 'YA and the parameters M and if:} 

f,max' To avoid explicit calculation of e f,max it is also possible to replace e f,max 

by ka-w Therefore we combine (3.20) with (3.14) and with the derived equation 

(3.28) 

and we obtain: 

1-(.OseE,max :: 1-'11- e°'l./ka_<n)'J.' 
sin er,t'!iaX jO'J./ka_<n 

(3.29) 

Hence instead of using expression (3.27) we may also use: 
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kD ::: 4- 1£ M (4j A ) (3.30a) 

or its equivalent: 

kD (3.30b) 

Now we are going to determine the directivity of the antenna for several values of 

the parameters M and ef,max and for a range of values for AlA. Hereby we have 

made use of a computer program for "the computation of radiation patterns of non

offset hyperbolic reflector antennas by application of the aperture method" that has 

been developed by Janssen [6] and of which we have given a brief explanation in 

appendix 3. The computer program requires four relevant input-parameters, namely: 

1. e: the eccentricity 

2. ka: k times the radius of the feed 

3. kf: k times the focal distance of the reflector 

4-. kD: k times the reflector diameter 

Further it requires to be informed of: 

- the blocking diameter of the feed (-cluster) which we take to be zero 

because of the reason mentioned in the introduction of this chapter 

- the interval for () 

the number of points for which the gain has to be computed. 

The latter two requirements are relatively unimportant at this moment. 

The four relevant input-parameters are related to each other: 

1. e: parameter; we take: e ::: 1.0511.3 11.5 

2. ka: parameter; we take: ka ::: k~<I'l= 12 

e.~ 1-0°7./ka_cn y·'+1 
3.kf=(f/D)·kD= 2(etl) ) '(kD) 

4. kD = 41£. e+l • ltYl-~/ka_'I'J'l.\. (AI ) 
e-l (J07.!ka_,J IA 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

A/A: variable, running from 0.125 to 2.5 (in order to cover the region in which 

the saturation of directivity is expected t.o occur) 
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Expression (3.31) has been derived by eliminating 8f ,max out of (3.8) with the aid of 

(3.14) and (3.28). 

Expression (3.32) is identical to (3.30b) because of: M ::: :~~ (3.3b). 

In Table 3.1 we display the directivity computed, together with the values of the 

relevant parameters and the value of A/A belonging to it. 

ka ::: ka_u> ::: 12 kf kD A/A 
I 

Dir. (dB) i 

e ::: 1.05 270.802 264.315 0.125 39.62 

541.604 528.631 0.25 45.31 

1083.207 1057.261 0.50 50.04 

1624.811 1585.892 0.75 i 51.53 

2166.414 211lf..523 1 51.68 

3249.622 3171.784 1.5 51.95 

4332.829 4229.045 2 52.09 

e ::: 1.3 50.904 I 50 0.1265 25.16 

101.808 100 0.2529 30.85 

152.712 150 0.3794 33.81 

203.616 200 0.5058 35.54 

254.520 250 i 0.6323 36.52 
I 305.424 300 0.7587 36.99 

407.232 400 1.0116 37.11 

509.041 500 
i 

1.2645 i 37.10 

712.657 700 

I 

1.770lf. 37.61 

1018.081 1000 2.5291 37.59 

e ::: 1.5 32.680 32.234 I 0.125 21.36 

65.360 64.467 0.25 27.05 

130.719 128.934 0.5 31.77 

196.079 193.401 0.75 33.26 

261.lf.38 257.869 I 33.41 

392.158 386.803 1.5 33.68 

522.877 515.737 2 33.82 

Table 3.1: Directivity of non-offset hyperbolic antenna with feed in focus 

for several combinations of parameters involved. 
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In addition we have plotted a diagram of the directivity On dB) as a function of 'Y,\ 
(on a logarithmic scale) in Figure 3.12. 

Dir. (in dB) 
55 

e= 1..05 

50 

45 

40 

e= 1.3 

35 
e=15 

O~--------~----------~-----L __ ~ __ -L __ L-__ ~ __ ~ AfA (Log.) 

0.125 O.?S 0.50 0.75 lOO US 1.50 '2.00 1..50 

Figure 3.12: Directivity as a function of 1:.1>. for ka = ka_U) =12. 

From the figure we can see that there is a limit to the directivity. However, this 

limit is not quite reached ~ IA = 0.5 but rather at A h\ = 0.75. Besides it is remark

able that this limit occurring for t:::.. IA = 0.75 applies to all three values of e we have 

used. We therefore state that (at least in case ka = ka_ cn = 12, and for values of e 
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between 1.05 and 1.5) the directivity is saturated if we take: 

Ab •. ~ 0.75 (J~33) 

Observe that equal values of AlA. for the various curves do not correspond to equal 

values of kD. This may become clear by considering two cases with equal values for 

ka- cn and tJ'/A but with (kDl' e 1) and (kD2, e2) beirig their values for (kD, e) 

respectively. Then for the ratio between the two diameters it follows from (3.32) or 

(3.30a/b): 

kDl _ e l io1 _ M1 

kD1. - el-1 • e2+1 M'l. 
(3.34) 

Now take: e 1 = 1.05, e2 = 1.5. Then: 

kDl 41 
-=-=5"2 
kD2 5 ' 

so the diameter of the" reflector gets larger in case the eccentr ic i ty gets lower. 

What'S more: 

this explains one of the causes through which the curve for a lower eccentrIcIty runs 

higher (Figure 3.12). The second cause lies in the fact that the closer the ec

centricity gets to one, the more resemblance the hyperbolic reflector has to a 

parabolic reflector, so the smaller the divergence of the rays becomes, so the more 

the rays are IIdirected~' forward. 

We are now going to determine which relation there is between the height of the 

saturated directivity and the parameters e and ka_w For this we compute the direc

tivity feeding the relevant computer program with the following input parameters: 

e = 1.0511.1 11.2/1.3J1.51213 

ka = ka_u:> = 12116 f20 

Besides this we take: 

A/A = 0.7511.5 
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from which we calculate the remaining input parameters kf and kD, accurately to 

th ree deci mals. 

Note that we have taken tw6 values for A/X, both fulfilling expression (3.33). The 

reason for this is that thus we can check wether indeed the directivity attains 

saturation. 

We have tabulated the results of the computation in Table 3.2. 

ka_ Vl = 12 ka_ Vl = 16 I ka-CI'l = 20 

A/').. = 0.75 4//0, = 1.5 AlA = 0.75 A/).. 1.5 
! 

ill).. = 0.75 1 AI" e = = 

1.05 i 51.53 51.95 54.26 54.51 56.30 56.47 

1.1 4-5.72 4-6.14 48.4-5 48.70 50.4-9 50.66 

1.2 4-0.10 4-0.53 42.84 43.08 44.&8 4-5.04 

-1.3 . 36.97 37.39 39.70 39.95 41.74 41.91 

1.5 33.26 33.68 35.99 36.23 38.03 38.19 

2 28.84 29.25 31.56 31.80 33.60 33.76 

3 25.34- 25.73 28.05 28.28 30.08 30.24 

Table 3.2: Saturated directivity for various e and ka_ Vl• 

1.5 

In plotting a diagram of these results we have to consider which quantity we will 

plot horizontally and on what scale (linear or logarithmic). Now it appears to be 

profitable to use M for this purpose, on a logarithmic scale. Id, the dB scale we use 

vertical actually is a logarithmic scale too. The graphical representation of table 3.2 

can be found in Figure 3.13. 

The figur~ show some very striking things: 

For everyone of the six cases it appears that the points very precisely lie on a 

straight line. 

- All lines have the same slope, they run parallel. 

- The lines for A/)., = 0.75 and for AlA = 1.5 are close to each other for each of 

the three ka cases. 

The directivity seems to become infinite just by taking: e = 1. 
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71 
1.3 

11 
1.1 

ka-.... =20 
ka- cn ,,16 
ka.cn: 12 

~upper line: t:t>. ~ 1.5 

~ower line: Ill).. -=0.75 

21 
1.1 

41 
lOS 

M (Log.) 

e 

Figure 3.13: Directivity- as a function of e with ka_(/) and A ~t being parameters. 

For the latter it is yet necessary to hold ~ IA constant. With (3.32) it follows that 

kD has to become infinite then. 

From the latter but one observation it can be seen that indeed the directivity is al

most saturated: If, starting from iliA = 0.75, we increase the reflector diameter by 

a factor two while holding e, ka_ClH f/d constant (so that flb. :: 1.5, see (3.32», then 

the directivity is increased only very little. By comparing horizontally ad j acent 

values in table 3.2 we see that we may gain only as much as 0.42/0.25/0.17 dB in 

case ka_ tn :: 12/16/20 respectively. 

This is contrasted with the region in which the directivity is not saturated at all 

(see Figure 3.12, for A/A < 0.5) and where an increase of A/A with a factor two 

results in an increase in directivity of up to 20 dB. 

Returning to our observation of Figure 3.13, the slope of the lines may be deter

mined by taking (in table 3.2) for the directivity two values Dir 1 and Dir 2 out of 

the same column, together with their respective values eland e2! 
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Dil"'l (indB)-DiI"1(ind51 

ll)IQc/~~l)_ 1OIJe't+1) 
-;:)\e1 1 ~e:d 

(3.35) 

Values for the slope calculated in this way only very little depend on which table 

values we use. They all lead to a slope very close to: 20 dBldecade, whereby a 

decade stands for a factor 10 increase of the magnification factor M. 

Consequently we assume that everyone of the lines in the figure is represented 

(approximated) by the expression: 

Dir. (in dB) ::: A (ka_"", 1::.1;i> + 20 dB. 1010g M (3.36) 

with A (ka_v>, t;.b'> being the value for Oir. that occurs if M =. 1: 

A (ka..", C.IA ) ::: Oir.1 M ::: 1 (3.37) 

Since we do not have the case M ::: 1 (flat reflector) available to find A we have to 

extrapolate from a known value. However, because the points in the figure do not 

exactly lie on a straight line with slope 20 dBI decade we would obtain a value for 

A (ka~U'), AlA) that depends on M (or e). The values obtained in this way we wili call 

A l' A2, Ay .... (according to increasing M). By inserting the directivity values of 

table 3.2 together with their respective values of M into expression (3.36) it can be 

checked that for everyone of the six parameter combinations the series AI' A2, 

A3, ... converges (this has been illustrated exaggeratingly in figure 3.14). 

Dir. (in dB) 

st.raight line 

I..--_____________ --+M (log) 

Figure 3.14: Convergence of the series A l' A2, A 3"" 
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We wl11 take the value for At:/) as the value for A (kacn , t:.IA ) to be found; this is 

what has been tabulated in Table 3.3. 

0.75 

1.5 

12 

19~28 

19.70 

16 

22.01 

22.25 

20 

24.05 

24.21 

Table 3.3: The constant A (ka_<.", A I) of expression (3.36). 

The maximum deviation of the real path relative to the path prescribed by expres

sion (3.36) together with the tabulated value for A (ka_"" , 41A} is only as large as 

+0.05 dB and occurs for ka_U? ::: 12, e ::: 3. The deviation will become larger for 

lower ka_U) and for higher e (id., all deviations are positive!). 

In the preceeding we have used the aperture method. If on the other hand we use 

the so called geometric optical method (g.o. method) as described by Janssen [6], it 

holds: 

Dir. (in dB) ::: 10. 1 ° log [ 4- M 1. (j: fJ de 

0.38) 

If we define: 

(3.39) 

then it follows: 

Dir. (in dB) ::: A'(ka) + 20 dB.t°log M (3.40) 

In Figure 3.14 this would just as well be a straight llne. 
, 

Table 3.4 gives the values of A (ka) for the three ka values. 
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ka 12 16 20 

I 

A (ka) 19.98 22.48 24.42 

I 

table 3.4: The constant A (ka) of expression (3.39). 

Compare this table to Table 3.3. It then becomes clear that , 
A (ka) :::i A(ka_v>, f)'b,) = A(ka, (j, fA) for large values of A/A. 
As a matter of fact we have found that: 

the g.o. method is the limit case of the aperture 

method for (j,f" »1. 
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3.3 Co-channel interference by one beam 

In order to apply frequency re-use the level of co-channel interference has to be 

"sufficiently low" (see also the introduction of chapter 2). With regard to what will 

be ac~epted as sufficiently low we will once again conform to Inmarsat [4- J and 

demand the co-channel interference level to be less than or equal to -20 dB. Stated 

otherwise: We demand an isolation between co-channel beams of 20 dB. See Figure 

3.15 for an illustration of this term in case of interference by one co-channel beam. 

gain (in dB) 

isolation 

Figure -3.15: Isolation between two co-channel beams. 

Herewith we have deliberately drawn the beams having different directivity 

(maximum gain) because this unfavourable situation WIll occur later on, when we 

compute, for the offset antenna, the radiation patterns of both central and scanned 

beams (as a result of feeds in and out of focus respectively). 

In this chapter however we will assume, as a first approximation, that all beams as 

being produced by the cluster of feeds via reflection against the reflector (wether 

central or scanned) have identical radiation patterns. As a consequence we have to 

compute just one radiation pattern for each specific set of antenna parameters to 

be investigated (actually only half of it is enough because of the symmetry property 

of the feed plus reflector). 

Another approximation we will use has already been mentioned in section 2.1: We as

sume the beams lie on a flat surface instead of on a spherical one. 
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Given a specific frequency re-use plan (the design procedure of which has been 

provided in section 2.2) we have to find out for each beam the gain of aU co

channel beams interfering together at the edge of coverage (the -3 dB circles in the 

frequency re-use plan). Later on we will consider the case of m6re than one co

channel beam being present, but now we will consider interference by just one co

channel beam. 

We define the "angle of interference" (denoted by e I) as: 

(3.41) 

with e co being the angle between the centres of co-channel beams and e 3 being the 

half-power beamwidth. Figure 3.16 (in which we have taken N :::: 3 as an example) 

serves as an illustration to this definition, whereby we use the notation r co instead 

of e co to indicate that we work with the Itflat surface" approximation. 

In the figure we have also indicated r ad' being the distance between centres of 

physically ad j acent beams. 

r. 

Figure 3.16: Defining the interference angle e I' 

In appendix 2 (the derivation of an expression for N) we obtained, as an intermediate 

result, another expression for N (see (A 2.2»: 

N :::: 

We rewrite this as: 

rl. 
to 

rCO :::: ~.rad 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 
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From Figure 3.16 (even clearer In Figure 2.4) we derive (using Pythagoras' theorem): 

(3.44) 

Hence we obtain by inserting (3.44) in (3.43): 

(3.45) 

Notice that r co actually is an approximation for e co' Now we insert (3.45) for e co 

in (3.41) to obtain the desired expression for the interference angle e r (dependent 

upon N): 

(3.46) 

We have taken, to insert for N, the values of Table 2.2 (that follow from expression 

(2.7». Then we have tabulated e I(N)/e3 in Table 3.5 for the lowest seven possible 

values that lead to frequency re-use, and drawn a diagram of it in Figure 3.17. 

N t7I (N) /83 

3 1 

4 1.232 

7 1.791 

9 2.098 

12 2.500 

13 2.622 

16 2.964 

Table 3.5: Angle of interference e l' for several values of the frequency re-use level 

N, expressed in e 3' 
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e~(N) 

9'3 
:3 ------------ ___________ _ 

1 

Figure 3.17: Diagram of Table 3.5. 

In case there is just one interfering co-channel we are now able (with the aid of 

the table or the figure) to specify more precise the requirement for 20 dB isolation 

between co-channel beams as a demand on the shape of the radiation pattern of 

each beam whose frequency is to be re-used: 

Given a certain frequency re-use plan with the value of N belonging to it, the gain 

has to be decreased to -23 dB or lower (relative to the maximum gain, i.e. the 

directivity)' at an angle (relative to the centre of the beam) of: 

83, 1.23263, 1.79183, 2.098$3' •••• in case N = 3, 4, 7, 9, ••. respectively. 

Note that the gain at an angle of ~e3 has decreased to -3 dB (more precise: 

-3_0103 dB) because t e 3 points to the edge of coverage, and that a decr<=;ase of 20 

dB relative to the gain at the edge of coverage thus implies a decrease of 23 dB 

(more precise: 23.0103 dB) relative to the maximum gain (see also Figure 3.15). 

For N = 3 it holds: e I (3) = half-power beam width. This explains why we have 

denoted the half-power beamwldth by e 3-

Besides we will call: 

etcetera, so that: 

191 (4) =:f)4 

$I (7) =: e 7 

B1 (9) =! e 9 (3.47) 



etcetera. 

84 ::: 1.232e3 
e 7 ::: 1.791e3 
8 9 ::: 2.09893 
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(3.48) 

Having obtained a value for e I in a specific case of N we define the "level of 

interference" (denoted by G I (N» as; (in dB) 

(3.49) 

On the analogy of the particular influence t.l;., appears to have on the directivity 

(as drawn in Figure 3.12) we expect that o./)., in some way might affect the shape 

of the radiation pattern; perhaps even in such a way that by this way we have a 

means to reduce the interference level, the achievement of which actually is an aim 

of this investigation! 

For this purpose we have computed the radiation pattern for the same set of 

parameters that we used in our investigation of the saturation in directivity (section 

3.2). 

"* See '1able 3.1 for the parameters in question 

In Figure 3.18 we show as an example the radiation pattern in case: e ::: 1.05, 

ka ::: ka_!/)= 12, A/A ::: 0.75. 

From (3.49) it can be seen that in order to obtain the value of G I (N) first we have 

to know e 3' This value has been obtained from each of the radiation patterns (by 

applying linear interpolation on two computed points) and been plotted in Figure 3.19. 

With regard to the curve of 83 we observe that, while first having a constant nega-

tive slope, a minimum is reached at about 4/t.. :' 0.75, then there appears to be a 

small maximum, after which a constant level is attained. On comparing Figure 3.19 

. to Figure 3.12 (which concerns the same parameter set!) we observe that the path of 

$3 seems approximately inverse to that of the directivity, or mathematically: 

"* In reality the directivity and the radiation pattern are computed by one and the 

same computer program. 
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Figure 3.18: Example radiation pattern. 
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e =1.5 

e:1.05 

O.US o.'l:S' o.SO 0.75" 1.00 1.'25 1.50 ?OO '2.50 

Figure 3.19: Half-power beamwidth e 3 as a function of 4/t. with e being parameter 

and with ka ::: ka -U)::: 12. 

It seems that: 

e 3 * Dir. ::: constan t. (3.50) 

With the known values for e 3 we have obtained from each of the radiation patterns 

the interference level Gr (N) (as described by (3.49» in case N :: 3/4/7 and we have 

plotted the results in Figure 3.20. 

From the figure we may draw several conclusions: 

- If we apply three or four different subbands (N :::3 and N ::: 4 respectively) the 

interference level is much too high since the upper limit to allow for frequency 

re-use is -20 dB. 

- Application of seven different subbands (N ::: 7) however, allows for frequency re-use 

because then the interference level is sufficiently low. At least in case we have to 

deal with just one interfering co-channel beam! For if there are two or more they 

add up (not in gain!) to cause an increase in the t6tal interference level through 

which the maximum value of -20 dB may be exceeded (see next section). 
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- . - . - ... e := LOS 

kQ .. ka.~ :12 ---- e:1.j 

------- e: 1.5 
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Figure 3.20: Interference level G1 (N) as a function of illr.. with e being parameter. 

- On increasing AI). from 0.125 up to 2.5 at first the interference level increases, 

until a maximum is attained at about: AI).., -= 0.65, whereas beyond AIr.. .::: 0.75 it 

decreases rapidly (especially in case N .::: 7). If we want to be able to tolerate the 

presence of more than one Itinterfererll (as will be necessary with most frequency 

re-use plans) it is advisable or even necessary to select for c. fA a value that will 

lead to a (relatively) low interference level, for example above 1.00 or below 0.25. 

- The eccentricity appears to have but very little influence on the curve of the 

interference level. Most of the differences that still excist are may be explained by 
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the inaccuracy that arises in applying linear interpolation when determining $3' 

At a fixed value of A/A it is therefore not possible to exert a large influence 

(if any) on the interference level by variation of the eccentricity. 

The conclusions we have drawn just now apply to the case ka ;:: ka_cr>;:: 12 

(e.i. ;:: -<ndB). We may not simply generalize these conclusions to the case of ar-

bitrary ka (or even e.i.+-v>dB) without having investigated the interference for 

other values of ka_ In, which is what we are going to do now. 

In order to avoid the computation of the interference level for as many values of A/}. 

as have been used in the construction of Figure 3.20 we will take only the cases 

D./A ;:: 0.75 and t./A ;:: 1..5. 

By this we will still be able to verify wether there is a considerable decrease in in-

terference le'vel beyond A/A ;:: 0.75. 

For the computation of the radiation patterns we have taken the same set of 

*' parameters as we did in our investigation of the hefght of the saturated directivity 

(section 3.2): T.he free-to-choose parameters are: 

e ;:: 1.05/ 1.1/ 1.2/ 1.3/ 1.5/ 2/ 3 

ka ;:: ka_v::.;:: 12/ 16/ 20 

A/" ;:: 0.75/ 1.5 

in accordance with 'Table 3.2. The input parameters kf and kD have been calculated 

by applying (3.31) and (3.32). 

The number of values we have taken for e is superfluous to ascertain the insen

sibility of the interference level to e. 

However, this amount may be useful for another purpose: 

We have seen that as an intermediate requirement in determining the interference 

level G1 (N) we have to .obtain e 3 from each radiation pattern. Thus we obtain as 

an intermediate (but important!) result a survey of possible values for the half-power 

beamwidth (7 3 be varying the eccentricity e for a specific value (0.75 or 1.5) of ,('1/\. 

*' Once again directivity and radiation pattern in reality are computed by one 

and the same computer program. 
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These results have been plotted in Figure 3.21. Observe that we have plotted the 

magnification factor M = (e+l)/(e-l) horizontally on a logarithmic scale (in order to 

conform to Figure 3.13) with 6/" as parameter, whereas in Figure 3.19 AlA has 

been plotted horizontal1y with e being parameter! 

0,1 

"'upper line: AlA '" 1.5 
00wer Line: t:./'t. ::. O}S 

ko_ oo :1'2 

ka_en =16 

kO-<n ::1D 

0,1' 1'------2..l.----~J---S'~---::t'=-! ----I11----'2-'-1----4'fT1-- 11 (Log.) 

(/.) :5 '2 1.5 1.) 1.1 1.1 1.05 e 
Figure 3.21: Half-power beam width 83 as a function of e with ka_V) and 4/" being 

parameters. 

From the figure we conclude: 

The curve of e 3 to a high precision 1s a straight line, at least on having plotted 

both quantities on a logarithmic scale. 

If we would draw a straigh.t line with a slope of -10 dB/decade through each of 

the six sets of points this would be possible without any point having a deviation in 

83 from this line of more than 1 %, whereas even the deviation that exists is 
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mainly caused by the inaccuracy of the method by which $-3 has been determined. 

A slope of -10 dB/decade on logarithmic scales means (on linear scales): 

e 3 "'V .i ( 3. 51) 
M 

so that, what in (3.50) we supposed to be valid on varying 1::../", we have now shown 

is (even more precise) also valid on varying M (or e). 

- There is agreement with what has been expected from Figure 3.19, namely that 

the three lines (representing three values for ka_cn ) lie a little higher in case 

'''IA = 1.5 than in case AlA ::: 0.75. Often with antennas an Increase in reflector 

diameter implies an Increase in directivity but a decrease in half-power beamwidth. 

Though this is also valid for the hyperbolic antenna in the region of say t../" < 0.75 

we now have found that if we go from lJ./'A ::: 0.75 to t:.h,. ::: 1.5 (which means 

increasing the diameter by a factor two!) both directivity and half-power beamwidth 

increase (though little!, see Figure 3.13 and 3.21 respectively). 

This is in agreement with our expectation that the interference level decreases on 

going from Ai}.. = 0.75 to AlA = 1.5. 

We have shown in a sketch (Figure 3.22) this effect of altered shape of the radiation 

pattern. 

points 

o dB(relcJ:ive to moxim\ArTl 
gain) 

Figure 3.22: Altering of the shape of the radiation pattern on going from 

Aft.. = 0.75 to Al;.. ::: 1.5. 

Note hereby that vertically we use two shifted scales in order to match the (slightly 

different) maxima and that horizontally we have used different scales in order to 
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match the -3 dB points (this is necessary to make a fair comparison). 

Wi th the values for e 3 as drawn in Figure 3.21 once again we have obtained the in

terference level G1 (N) from the various radiation patterns by application of expres

sion (3.49), in case N = 3/ 4/ 7. The results are plotted in Figure 3.23, whereby now 

we have plotted M (on a logarithmic scale) horizontally, as opposed to Figure 3.20 in 

which this has been done wi th 4/'A • 
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From the figure we draw the next conclusions (compare this to the conclusions that 

follow Figure 3.20): 

- Changing the value of ka_v> does not have a considerable influence on the 

interference level. The cases N :: 3 and N :: 4 stil1 lie above the limit and N = 7 

below it. 

We therefore state in general (what earlier has been done in case ka = ka -I/>:: I2) 

that we are forced to apply a frequency re-use level N of seven or more. 

- Indeed there is a considerable drop in interference level of more than 10 dB on 

changing from A/" = 0.75 to D./,. 1.5. In case A/A. = 0.75 we have a tolerance 

of just about 3 or 4 dB with regard to the upper limit whereas this is about 14 to 

15 dB in case A/", :: 1.5. Now it depends upon the influence a second, third, etc. 

interferer has on the interference level wether this level is raised to above the 

limit or not. This is a topic of the next section. 

- Variation of the eccentricity has practically no influence on the interference level. 

The fluctuations there are may very well be explained by inaccuracies in the 

method used. 
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3.4 Co-channel interference by more than one beam 

In the former section we have deduced that we have to use a frequency re-use plan 

with at least seven different frequency subbands (N = 7) whereas in chapter 2 we 

found that seven at the same time is the largest value allowed in case we illuminate 

the earth with 19 beams (which is what we strive after). In Figure 3.24a we show 

once again the frequency re-use plan in case N = 7 (19 beams). ? 

a) Frequency re-use plan 

~(.o 
1', 
I ,I 

I 
I 

..,...-..;.-' -+--+-~"'""--t---t y 
~-0.: 

y ;.,'0 

b) Set of co-channel beams with coor 

dinate system 

Figure 3.24: Illumination with 19 beams and re-use level 7. 

The frequency f 1 of the central beam occurs only once and therefore does not take 

part in frequency re-use. But every other frequency (f 1 up to f7) occurs three times, 

thus every scanned beam has two co-channel interfering beams. The frequency re-use 

plan has been designed in such a way that all co-channel beams are equally spaced. 

Because in addi tion we assume (in this chapter) all beams to have identical radiation 

patterns it is adequate to consider the interference any specific beam experiences 

from its two co-channel beams. We have chosen the beams that utilize f3• From 

Figure 3.24a we have lifted out this set of beams into Figure 3.24b and drawn a 

coordinate system so as to refer to points on the various beams. The scanned beams 

are given a superscript a, b or c respectively, according to their distance towards 

the central beam. Further we have marked three points 1, 2 and 3 on the -3 dB- . 

contour of beam 3b• Point 1 indicates the place that has equal distances to both 

beams 3a and 3c • Point 2 lies right between beams 3b and 3a whereas point 3 lies 

right between beams 3a and 3c• 

Because the radiation pattern is expected to have a continuously descending curve 
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the maximum total interference will be experienced on the part of the -3 dB-contour 

between point 2 and 3 (and which includes point 1). In this investigation we will con

fine ourselves to the points 1, 2 and 3 however. 

In order to be able to determine the interference level we ha ve to know the dis

tances from points 1, 2 and 3 to the centres of beams 3a and 3c• For this purpose 

we have drawn Figure 3.25. 

it---- r(.o 

Figure 3.25: Indication of distances across which interference works. 

We have indicated d l' d2 and d 3 as being the distances from centre of beams 3a to 

point 1, 2 and 3 respectivel>:,. For r co it holds (by inserting N = 7 in expression 

(3.45»: 

Using (3.52) it follows from Figure (3.25) by applying the cosine-rule: 

or: 

On inserting 0 = 300
, 00 and 600 respectively we obtain: 

d1 =1:eJV22 -/IfJ'. ffl ~ 1.875.t13 
d2 =~9 i22 - 2 ill' ';,( 1.791.83 
d3 =~e rl22 - W' ~ 2.087.e 3 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

O.54a) 

(3.54b) 

(3.54c) 
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Note that (3.54b) indicates the interference angle B-1 in case of one interfering co-

channel beam (see table 3.5). 

In point 1 both beams 3a and 3c lie at a distance 

In point 2 the distance to beam 3a is d2, but 

the distance to beam 3c is d3" 

In point 3 the distance to beam 3c is d2, but 

the distance to beam 3a is d3• 
We notice that the total interference level is not found by addition of the dB-values 

of each interfering beam but by addition on basis of fieldstrength. For the total in

terference'level G I we may write: 

. 10 IE~ 
G1 (In dB) = 20. log lEo I dB (3.55) 

or: 

(3.56) 

Suppose that we have m co-channe 1 interfering beams, each with individual inter-

ference level G Ii' 1 ~ i ~ m. 

Then it holds: 

I Etil Gr, (ind.B) . 
(3.57) IEol = 10 '2OdB 

h b lEd were y ~ is the ratio of the interfering fieldstrength to the fieldstrength of the 

beam that experi"ences interference at the edge of coverage. 

Now we consider the worst case that may occur, namely that ail vectors ;i have 

the same direction and phase, so that they add up: 

(3.58) 

With (3.55) and (3.57) it then follows: 

10 [m 
Gr (in dB) = 20. log l~ 10 (3.59) 
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To see what this means: Take m interferers with equal values for G Ii' then (3.59) is 

equal to: 

GIl (in dfl) 

G1 (in dB) ::: 20. 1010g {m.10 '2OdB ]d& 

::: (lOlog m).20 dB + GJi (in dB) (3.60) 

The Increase in interference level due to the fact that m equivalent interferers add 

up is equal to: 

G1 (in dB) - GJi (in dB) ::: (lOlog m).20 dB (3.61) 

We have tabulated (3.60) in table 3.6 for m = 1 to 6. 

m G1 - Gri. 

1 o dB . 
2 6.02 dB 

3 9.54 dB 

4 12.04 dB 

5 13.98 dB 

6 15.56 dB 

Table 3.6: Increase in interference level incase of m equivalent interferers. 

If the m interferers have different values for IElil and if we caU its maximum 

value I E I then we see that li,max 

G1 (in dB) - GIi,max (in dB) < (lOlog m) 20 dB (3.62) 

so in case there are two interferers (m = 2) we may state that in points 2 and 3 

the increase of interference with respect to the presence of one interferer is less 

than 6 dB when the additional interferer has a larger distance (d3 > d 1)' 
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In our case we have to determine G(d 1)' G(d2) and G(d3), and ~rom this the inter

ference in the points 1 and 2 (point 3 provides the same value as point 2 on sym

metry grounds). Then we have used (3.59) to obtain: 

in point 1: G1 ::: (101og2).20dB + GO.87583) + 3.0ldB (3.63a) 

20. {IO 
6(1.191 e~) 6(2.08783) 

} in point 2: GI ::: 
'l'5d:8 

10 7Od5 dB + 3.0ldB (3.63b) + 

Note that in (3.63a) the term (1 °log2).20dB = 6.02dB is caused by the addition lion 

fieldstrenght basis" of two equal interferers and that in both (3.63a) and (3.63b) the 

term 3.01dB Is caused by the fact that we have to relate interference to the gain 

at the edge of coverage, which is -3.01dB (relative to maximum gain, i.e. 

directivity). 

We have applied (3.63) to those radiation patterns for which in the former section 

we have determined the sIngle co-channel interference (sef; Figure 3.23). It appears 

that for every set of parameters we have used the total interference becomes 

largest in point 1, i.e. on the point having equal distances to both co-channel beams. 

This value is the one we have tabulated in table 3.7. It can be shown that under 

certain assumptions with regard to the path of the radiation pattern the maximum 

interference indeed will be found in point 1 (see Figure 3.24b). Especially a parabolic 

pa th fulfilles this assumption. 

Aft. = 0.75 A/).. = 1.5 
ka-(/') 12 16 20 12 16 20 e 

1.05 -19.89 -18.90 -18.33 - 30.65 -31.13 -30.87 

1.1 -19.68 -18.87 -18.73 -30.24 -30.57 -31.30 

1.2 -19.66 -18.98 -18.80 -30.45 -31.13 -31.15 

1.3 -19.64 -18.92 -18.30 -30.30 -31.11 -31.49 

1.5 -19.80 -18.83 -18.65 -30.79 -30.63 -31.44 

2.0 -19.52 -19.06 -18.27 -30.22 -30.90 -30.75 

3.0 i -19.83 -18.89 -18.71 -30.88 -30.74 -31.41 

averaged 

over e 

-19.72 -18.92 -18.54 -30.50 -30.89 -31.20 

Table 3.7: Total co-channel interference Gr from two co-channel beams. 
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Conclusions: 

- It appears that on taking Ai>.. = 0.75, no one of the combinations of e and ka-t.n 

fulfilles the demand for an interference level of -20dB or less, whereas every 

combination in case c./)., = 1.5 does. Thus we would prefer to apply A/;... = 1.5. 

Once more we mention that A/A introduces the parameter relation as described by 

expression (3.27). 

- On considering the interference level averaged over the employed values of e, there 

appears to be as slight increase with creating value of ka_<I> in case '" IA = 0.75, 

yet a slight decrease in case 4/t... = 1.5. In the latter case this has no significant 

influence, but in the former case it might be possible (though we have not investi

gated this), by decreasing ka_ (j") to below 12, to suppress the total interference to 

below -20dB. 
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3.5 Minimum scan-angle 

In our investigation of the interference in the previous two sections we have as

sumed tacitly that for everyone of the sets of parameters used (e, ka (= ka_",) and 

tJ.h ) the required beam spacing (namely s6 that continuous coverage is attained) 

indeed can be obtained. In this section we will investigate whether there are 

parameter sets that have to be excluded because they do not fulfil this requirement. 

The limitation that arises is that beams produced by adjacent feeds after reflection 

cannot come arbitrarily close. This is caused by the fact that the feeds cannot be 

placed closer to each other than at a distance equal to their diameter, being 2a 

(hereby we have neglected the physical dimension of the feed waII). This "close 

packing" results for our case (i.e. 19 beams for illumination of the earth) in the feed 

arrangement as drawn in Figure 3.26. 

Xi 

Figure 3.26: Feed arrangement In case of closest packing. 

Note the difference between feed arrangement and beam arrangement (as in Figure 

2.3): The feeds may not overlap (physically), whereas the beams have to overlap (at 

least their -3dB-contours). 

It can be seen from the figure that the minimum possible distances from the 

scanned feeds to the focus are: 2a, 2a 1f3' and 43., for feeds that produce beams su

perscripted a, band c (explained in section 3.4) respectively. 

The effect of the minimum distance 2a between feeds on the beam spacing has been 

put into an approximating expression [6]: 

tan e scan,min ::::: (2a)/(£) (3.64) 
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with e scan,min (the "minimum scan-angle") being the minimum distance between the 

centres of ad j acent beams. We have illustrated (3.64) wi th Figure 3.27. 

Figure 3.27: Minimum scan-angie approximation. 

Expression (3.64) apparently predicts that the direction of a scanned beam can be 

found by reflection against the reflector in point P of a ray emanating from "the 

centre of the scanned feed. The expression is equal to (using the familiar frequency 

independent parameters ka and kf): 

tan e scan, min ~ (2ka)/kf) ( 3.65) 

kf can be eliminated by combining (3.31) and (3.32), so that: 

tan e scan,min ~ 
lea ( e-l) - (jO'1!ka_u)" 

7l-(c,,1A) • [e"l l-tJOYka_<Il)'l,+ ~{1+~ 1-e°Yka_~t'J 
0.66) 

We now want to determine which of the parameter sets that were used in the com

position of Figure 3.21 satisfy the requirement (3.66) and which do not. For this pur

pose we introduce the minimum half-power beamwidth (denoted by e 3,min)' related 

to e scan,min by: 

e scan,min :: ~1.fS 'e3,min 0.67) 

This can be checked (for example) in Figure 2.4 (with rb -& e 3)' 

From (3.66) and (3.67) it follows: 

0.6S} 
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In Table 3.7 we show the values of e 3,min' calculated with (3.68). 

Note that ka = ka_~ because we assume: e.i. = -(J) dB. 

~ 
Il/A = 0.75 I t:.h = 1.5 

12 I 16 I 20 I 12 16 
i 

1.05 0.9770 0.695 0.543 0.489 0.347 

1.1 1.910 1.357 1.060 0.955 0.679 

1.2 3.653 2.593 1.828 
i 

1.297 2.025 I , 
I 

1.3 5.248 3.723 2.907 2.628 

I 
1.863 

1.5 8.058 5.714 4.460 4.044 2.862 

2.0 13.418 9.521 7.433 
i 

6.779 4.785 

3.0 19.985 14.234 11.128 
I 

10.226 7.200 

Table 3.7: Minimum half-power beamwidth approximated. 

20 

0.271 

0.530 

1.013 

1.454-

2.233 

3.728 

5.604 

We compare these values to the values for e 3 that have been plotted in Figure 3.2t. 

It appears that in case Il/" = 0.75 not a SIngle one of the parameter combinations 

(e, ka_<n) satisfies the demand, w.hereas in case A/A = 1.5 practically every combina

tion is allowed. The only exceptions arise in case ka_(() = 12 for large values of e. 

Thus the conclusion drawn at the end of section 3.4, that we "would prefer" 

% = 1.5 above "'/>. = 0.75, is correct. 
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4. Application of the offset hyperbolic antenna using corrugated feeds 

In the former chapter we have performed a parametr leal study on the non-offset 

antenna. Hereby it appeared that the application of 7 subbands (N ::: 7) together with 

'1).. ::: 1.5 leads to a usably low co-channel interference level (in case of using 19 

beams), while even having some margin. 

In this chapter we want, as a first approximation, to find out to what extent this 

interference level is raised when changing from non-offset to offset, taking into ac

count the deviation a radiation pattern shows when placing the feed out of focus. 

In section 2.1 we calculated the value the half-power beamwidth has to become, 

namely (see (2.6c»: e 3 ::: 4.808°. Because we are dealing here with a first ap

proximation we will take: e.i. =-<IldB and besides for the parameters e and ka_V) that 

combination which on employing a non-offset antenna results in a value for e 3 

nearest to 4.8080
• Observing in Figure 3.21 the three lines for ~/A ::: 1.5 it appears 

that the combination: 

e ::: 2, ka ::: ka_(I) = 16 is the best one for our purpose, resulting in (for non-offset!): 

63 ~ 5.040 • 

4.1 Additional para metrical relations * 

The offset hyperbolic reflector arises by taking part of the hyperboloid as described 

by expression (3.0 together with the condition (3.2a), namely that part which is cir

cumscribed by the cone which satisfies the expression: 

(4.l) 

This cone has its centre at the origin (the convex focus of the hyperboloid) and its 

rotation axis in the x-z-plane. 

In Figure 4.1 we show the intersection of the offset hyperbolic reflector with the x

z-plane. Note: a-fJ >0, a+fJ < arccos(;). 

* We will only summarize results which have already been discussed by Janssen [6J, 

supplemented with newly developed expressions (more detailed). 
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symmetry axis of 
alternative cone 

/ 
/ 

symmetry axis 
of cone :::: main 

---- direction of antenna 

\. 

Figure 4-.1: Intersection of offset hyperbolic reflector with x-z-plane. 

Hereby we have: 

£l' is the angle the cone axis makes wi tih the z-axis 

f3 is half of the vertical angle of the cone 

$r.i. is the !.eflector i,.ncluded angle looking from the concave focus at "(O,O,2F) 

£l'ois the ~ffset angle of the reflector, i.e. the angle with the negative 

z-axis of the line that bisects e r .i.' 
at is the angle with the negative z-axis of the line that connects the 

concave focus to the point of intersection of the cone axis with the 

reflector. 

It can be shown that the same reflector and the same cross-section are generated if 

we take an alternative cone with centre at (O,O,2F) (concave focus of the 

hyperboloid), satisfying the expression: 

Note that (4.2) follows from (4-.1) if we replace: 



z by z - 2F 

a by 1800 
- a o or - a 0 

f3 by ~ e r .i. 
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It then appears that in th'is case the cone axis makes an angle a 0 with the negative 

z-axis. 

The position of the central feed (producing the central beam) causes no problem: it 

is again placed in the (concave) focus. With regard to the dlnktion of this feed 

however, we may give arguments in favour of tw6 particular values, both lying in 

the x-z-plane, namely at an angle 0' f or at an angle a 0 with the negative z-axis: 

In favour of the former is the reasoning that then after reflection the beam 

will be directed (approximately) along the main axis of the reflector (the rota

tion axis of the cone) on the analogy of what happens at a parabolic reflector. 

- In favour of the tatter speaks the reasoning that then the reflector is illumina-

ted symmetrically so that we obtain a constant edge illumination (this is favourable 

with respect to the method employed for calculating the antenna gain) and by this 

can reduce the spiB-over, which is not possible in the former case and then leads 

to a degradation of the radiation pattern. 

In th'is chapter we will direct all feeds at an angle ac: f' whereas in the next chapter 

it appears that this leads to much too high a spillover; so we are forced to direct 

the feeds more precisely along the symmetry axis of the alternative cone (see Figure 

£(..1). 

Suppose the place of the scanned feeds with respect to the feed in focus would be 

the same as described in section 3.5, namely their centres having distances of 2a, 2a· 

{J and 4a to the focus. Then if expression (3.65) would be valid beams would be 

produced at angles: e scan,min' .yy e scan,min and 2 f} scan,min respectively, relative to 

the maIn direction of the antenna. However, the approximating expression for8 

scan,min is different in case of an offset antenna because the forward distance to 

the reflector (denoted by f, see Figure 4.1) is larger than f: 

t e 'l.Ka - 'lka e t..OSa£ +1 an SC.m. <>< kj." - kt . ---"-
e+1 

(4.3) 
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where use has been made of equation (3.6). 

Thus: 

The decrease in tan esc.m. is determined by the factor: 

e cesar +1 

8+1 

(4.4) 

Because e > 1 and -; < cosaf < I (see Figure 3.2) we obtain a predicted minimum 

scan-angle that is less than in case of employing a non-offset. Hence we expect that 

the param~ter set (e, ka, ka_(I'>' II h..), which has been selected in the introduction of 

this chapter for the production of the 19 beams, indeed makes it possible to obtain 

a beam spacing that is small enough. 

We will fix the value ofe( f in the light of "aperture blocking": 

The feed cluster should not interrupt the reflected rays. In the next chapter we will 

deduce a more accurate expression, based on the geometric optical principle, but in 

this chapter we will deduce a first rough approximation. For this purpose we· have 

drawn Figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.2: Approximating aperture blocking. 

The maximum radius of the feed cluster is: m.a, whereby: 

m = 1,3,5,etc., according to the number of rings around the central feed: O,i,2,etc •• 

In our case (19 beams) we have : m = 5. h is the minimum distance from reflector 

to z-axis; hf is the maximum height in x-direction of the feed cluster. 
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9f,min and ef,max are the minimum and maximum value of e f respectively. 

We will strive after: 

(4.5) 

From the figure we see that: 

hf = m.a.co~f = 5a cos~ (4.6) 

Because (Y. f at this moment is an unknown variable we approximate ex:. f by ct o. Further 

we apply (3.6) with Pf,max replaced by Pf,min to obtain: 

h = Pi,min sin $ f,min 

Consequently (4.5) becomes: 

P (e+l) sin 8r, r"f'in 

e cos Sf, min +1 

= fCe+l)sine{.rn.n 

e (OS Sf, min + 1 

From the definitions of e . and (Xo. (see Figure 4.1) it follows: r .1. 

$f,min Cl'.o. - ~e r .1. 

9f,max = Qo. +t8 r.i. 

thus: 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

(4.10) 

From this expression it is difficult to determine eto' Because the righthand is rather 

arbitrary we will herein replace Clo. by e r .1.' 

Gr.i. may be determined by realizing that earlier, with the non-offset antenna, e 
f,max actually was half of the reflector included angle, so that instead of (3.14) and 

(3.28) we may now write: 
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1 jln 
sin (-=iJr .1" .) :; -r:::-I\d-fn (4.11a) 

(4.11b) 

" 2 1 (jO'l )' 
COS e r .i.d:; 1 - 25m (~er .i) :; 1 - 2 ka_fn (4.1Ic) 

With ka_V"):; 16 we find for the reflector included angle: $or.i. :; 40.364° • 

. By substituting (4.11) in (4.10) we obtain the next expression from which eto has to 

be solved: 

( 4.12) 

This can be rewritten in the form: 

A sin CX:O - B cos Ci, ° (4.13) 

The solution of (4.13) is: 

(Xo :; <5 + arcsin (~ ) (4.14a) 

with: tan <5:; B/ A (4.14b) 

and: R2 = A2 + S2 (4.14c) 

Now e, ka, ka_c/l1 IJ-l" and j 02 are known; kf still can be calculated from (3.31) and 

(3.32), even though kD has no physical meaning here. It follows: kf = 441.651. 

Finally we obtain for the offset angle: (XO = 28.065°. 

We also want to know the value of ctf (determining the direction the feeds will 

take). For this purpose we introduce an expression that is valid for every point on 

the reflector (see Janssen [6 J): 

( 4.15) 

whereby e and ef are as indicated in Figure 3.3. 
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With angles as indicated in Figure 4.1, three special cases of (4.15) are: 

tan [ 1 ( ex. - B)] :0 ~ tan [1 (0:0 -1 8r. i. )] 

tan c-i(ct+ ~ )}= ~ tan [~(o:o + ~erJJ 

tan (fa;) =J ~n (~~) 

From (4.16a) and (4.16b) we obtain an expression for(X, : 

Q:~ (OC+B)+~(a.-~).: ard.an{~tan[~ Cae -~ Br,i. )J} 
+arctan [~tan[!(o.o +18r.i.)J] 

As a result of (4.16c) we can express Ct.f into ex. : 

<Xf :::: 2 arctan [M tan (~CG) ] 

We find: ex:::: 9.8056°, and thus: <X f ::;; 28.863°. 

(4.16a) 

(4.16b) 

(4.16c) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

Because we are dealing with an offset reflector antenna we can no longer talk about 

"the" diameter D. Instead we talk about two diameters: Da and Db' They represent 

the short and long axis respectively, of the intersection curve of cone and 

hyperboloid, which is an ellipse. See Figure 4.3. 

x projected eHipe 

--~-/ ___ y-_ 

/
intersection ellipse 

(reflector edge) 

Figure 4.3: Intersection ellipse of cone and hyperboloid and pro j ection on x-y-plane. 
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Moreover we have drawn the projection of this ellipse on the x-y-plane, which is 

also an ellipse., with short axis D,\ too, but with long. axis D • 

DA, DB and DB satisfy the next expression (conform to [8], yet in a different 

notation): 

-1/(1- e'2.) sin1.Q.o+ [c..05<Xo+ eC05(~er.i.)]4 ' 
~ . (1 ~~ 1) '1 (et1) sln~o+[c..D!)a.o+e(os "'2.el"'JJ 'sin (7:81"'1. ·f 

- (1- e·)sin"l.a.o. + [c.ostto.+- e C05(~er.i.)J'l. 

_ 1. (e+1) [tOSC(Q tec.os (4er.i.J]· sin C4Sr.i.)·£ 
- (1-e'1)slri'lao +[cosao+ etoS (~er.i.)]l 

From these expressions it can be seen that: 

(under the presumption .that e > 1, eto > 00
). 

(4.19a) 

(4.19b) 

( 4.19c) 

(4.20) 

We have tabulated the calculated values kDA , kDB and kDB (because of their 

frequency independence) in Table 4.1, together with other parameters that determine 

the size, shape and main direction of the reflector, and the direction of the central 

feed (in focus). Besides we have added the definitions of the various parameters. 



parameter 

e.i. 

ka 

e 

4/1. 

kf 

value 

-..,dB 

16 

2 

1.5 

441.651 

28.0650 

40.3640 

9.80560 

28.8630 

346.750 

368.170 

362.933 
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definition of the parameter 

edge illumination by the central feed (average) 

radius of the feeds 

eccentricity of the reflector 
1. . h 21t' times maximum p ase error of spherical relative 

to planar aperture 

k times focal distance of the reflector 

offset angle from concave focus 

reflector included angle from concave focus 

main direction of the reflector 

direction of the feeds 

k times short axis of reflector edge 

k times long axis of reflector edge 

k times long axis of pro j ected ellipse 

Table 4.1: Relevant parameters for a selected case of the offset antenna. 
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4.2 The central beam

Before we may consider the scanned beams, whose frequency is to be re-used, we

first have to investigate the central beam, i.e. the beam that is produced by the

central feed placed in the concave focus. The reason for doing so is that in order to

obtain the beams to cross-over at -3dB we have to determine a more accurate value

for 03 of the central beam than as predicted by the case of its non-offset

equivalent. For both central and scanned beams we use a computer program that

computes points of the radiation pattern of an offset hyperbolic reflector antenna by

application of aperture method, the feed being placed either in or out the concave

focus [6]. This computer program shows resemblances to the one we used for the

non-offset antenna (in chapter 3, see also appendix 3).

However, due to the asymmetries cross-polarization arises, so that we have to deal

with Gco and G~, being the co-polar and cross-polar gain respectively. In appendix 4

we have outlined the differences in the computation for offset compared to non-

of fset in case the feed is placed in focus, including ‘the’ definition of co- and cross-

polar field/gain; besides we have outlined the alteration that has to be taken into

account when the feed is placed out of focus.

In order to determine ~ of the central beam, we first have to know the value of

the directivity or maximum gain (co-polar!) Gmax~ together with the direction at

which this maximum is attained.

Because the antenna is symmetric with regard to the x-z-plane, the maximum will

be found for either ~off ~O or ~~ff = 1800, lying in the x-z-plane. Having per

formed a search (with the computer program) for the maximum it appears that this

occurs at:

~off ~0 (4.21a)

&off 0.0730 (4.21b)

and amounts to:

Gmax = 31.53 (144) dB (4.22)
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On behalf of 83 we have to look for those directions (eoff,l(off) for which the gain 

has decreased to: 

G (eoff'~off) ::: Gmax - (1010g2) 10dB 

::: 28.52 (I14) dB 

These' "points" build up the so caJled -3 dB-contour of the central' beam. 

( 4.23) 

The results of the computations are tabulated in table 4.2 for several values of \R off 

from 0° up to 180°. For iq off from 180° up to 360° we obtain the same values as 

for 360° - \J? off (see first column) because of the symmetry with respect to the x-z

plane. Because e 3 consists of the angular difference between two directions on either 

side of ,he maximum (lying in one plane) we have added the third column, indicating 

a dependency of 19 3 upon (Qoff' Note that: e3(lQoff)::: 83 (180° - l{Ioff)· 

<eoff eoff e3(~off) = eoff(<Roff) + e off(iRoff + 180°) 

0° 2.523° 5.177° 

30° 330° 2.531° 5.176° 

60° 300° 2.555° 5.177° 

90° 270° 2.589° 5.178° 

120° 240° 2.622° 5.177° 

150° 210° 2.645° 5.176° 

180° 2.654° 5.1770 

Table 4.2: Directions with decrease .in gain of "-3 dB" (-3.0103dB) 

From the third column it appears that the value of $ 3 is practically independent of 

teoff' Therefore we state that 'the' half-power beam width of the central beam is 

equal to: 

(4.24) 
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Besides we conclude that the —3dB-contour of the central beam practically is a

circle.

From the s~cond column however we conclude that this -3dB-~circl&’ does n~t have

its centre at 14off Q0 (the main direction of the antenna), nor at (‘~eoff~ooff)
(00, 0.0730) which is the location of the maximum gain, but at a direction on the

other side of &off = ~0, namely: (~~ff, e0ff) = (1800, 0.066°).

An exaggeration of this effect has been drawn in Figure 4.4.

Xcff

/ ~

/7
/ mO~um~~m

V ‘~i Yo~
c€r~tr~o~
-3d~c~rc~

~ ,~/4_

Figure 4.4: —3dB-contour of the central beam.

As a final point in this section we compare the directivity (dir.) and half-power

beamwidth (e3) of the central beam to their non-offset equivalent values; see table

4.3.

__________ ~dir. 3

non-offset 31.80dB 5.04°

offset 31.53dB 5.177°

in-/decrease 0.27dB 2.7%

Table 4.3: Offset versus non-offset directivity and half-power beam width.

We observe that & has increased by only a few percent, and that the directivity has

decreased by 0.27dB. The decrease in directivity is caused by the loss of symmetry

and the consequent appearance of cross-polarization.
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4.3 The scanned beams and their co-channel interference 

Because we place the feed out of focus the radiation pattern (of the reflected beam) 

will be altered compared to the situation where the feed is placed in focus. This al

tering may become more serious according as the feed displacement is larger. 

It is to be expected that the altered radiation pattern will display a half-power 

beamwidth differing from that of the central beam. Nevertheless we will take no 

account of this and we will use the value for e 3 that is given by (4.24): e3 = 

5.1770 • 

We wlll denote the desired scan angle of a beam by: e scan,spec (the scan angle here 

is the angle between (the centre of) a scanned beam and the main direction of the 

reflector). From Figure 3.24 we can see that there are three possible values for e 
scan ,spec' namely (assuming continuous coverage, all beams having equal beam width 

and under the approximation that the radiated beams lie on a flat surface): 

for 6 beams a: escan,spec = !-vr () 3 ( 4.25a) 

for 6 beams b: 9 scan ,spec = ~ e 3 (1.J..25b) 

for 6 beams c: e scan,spec = -YJ' e3 = 8.9670 ( 4.25c) 

In the determination of these values we have made use of (3.45) with substitution of 

N = 1,3 and 4 respectively, and with rco replaced bye scan,spec' 

The computer program for the computation of the radiation pattern of the offset an

tenna with feed outside focus is time-consuming to such a degree that we confine 

ourselves to considering just one set of co-channel beams, namely the one utilizing 

f3 (see Figure 3.24a/b for the situation of the beams in question). The desired values 

for ~ scan (denoted by Ii( scan,spec) thus are: 

3
a

: Ii( scan,spec = 900 

3b. 
• (J) scan,spec = 2400 

3
c

: ~ scan,spec = 3300 

(4.26a) 

( 4.26b) 

( 4.26c) 

The computer program has to be informed (among other parameters) of one of the 
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three possible sets (Bscan,spec' Cf scan,spec)' as given by (4.25) and (4.26). From this 

data the computer program computes the (x,y,z) co-ordinates of the scanned feed 

(EX' fy' 2F + f z) by means of the next expressions[6,computer programs): 

-€r cos ut scan,spec'cos ~ (4.27a) 

€z = - Er cos 'R scan,spec·sin cx,f ( 4.27b) 

€y = - €r sin €f scan, spec ( 4.27c) 

wi th E r being the displacement of the feed out of focus: 

€ r = f' tan & scan,spec (4.28) 

I 

and f given by (4.3). In the derivation we have applied the same principle of reflec-

tion as on behalf of (3.64). See Figure 4.5 for the feed location in case ~ scan,spec 

3300 (the displacement has been exaggerated). 

x 

'I 

Figure 4.5: Feed location in case ~ scan,spec ::.: 3300
• 

With the values for 6- scan,spec as given by (4.25) we find: 

(kf = 4-81.529), ktr/ka ::.: 2.36, 2.37..fi' and 4-.75 respectively. 
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If we compare this to the case of closest packing (see Figure 3.26) for which these 

values are 2,243' and 4 respectively, we see that our desired values for e scan,spec 

are indeed allowed, but also that the feeds are not as close to each other as 

possible. The radius of the feed cluster in our case will be: 

(4.75 + l)a 5.75a. This actually is larger than the value used for calculating ocf 

(namely 5a, see section 4.1: m = 5). However, because we are dealing here with a 

first approximation, the enlarged cluster radius will not be considered to cause a dis

turbance by aperture blocking. 

Having determined the location of a scanned feed the computer program is now able 

to compute the gain of the reflected beam for each specified set of angles (aofi'~ 

off) (being input parameters). 

Hereby the main direction of the beam is expected to occur at or nearby: 

(eoff' t.qoff) = (9scan,spec'tescan,spec)' The exact location of the maximum is: 

(Sofi' <\'off) = (Sscan' ~scan)' We have looked for this maximum for each of the 

beams 3a , 3b and 3c • The results are displayed in table 4.4. By way of comparison 

we also present the desired values e scan,spec and IJ( scan,spec ,the maximum gain 

Gmax and the deviation of e scan relative to e scan,spec' 

beam 8scan,spec Bscan t? scan, spec tRscan 1 
Gmax 1-(1- ~. }100% sc<;,p, 

I 
3a 4..483° 4.2540 900 89.450 31.49 dB 

3b 7.766° 7.4870 2400 239.83° 31.39 dB 

3c 8.9670 8.557° 330° 329.75° 31.40 dB 

central 0° 0.0730 0 0 00 31.53 dB 

Table 4.4: Location and value of gain maxima. 

Remarks: 

We see that the maxima of the scanned beams indeed are located near to 

where we expected them, yet all have a negative deviation (7th column) of 

4 or 5 percent. 

-5.1 % 

-3.6% 

-4.6% 
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- With regard to the value of Gmax we observe that all scanned beams 

consIdered have a lower directivity than the central beam, which was to be 

expected because of the 'defocusing' effect. 

- Note that it is not entirely valid that the larger the scanning is the lower 

the maximum gain becomes, for beam 3c has a larger maximum than the less 

scanned beam 3b• 

Just like has been done in section 3.4 for the non-offset antenna, we will calculate 

the interference at three points of the -3 dB-contour. However, the scanned beams 

ha ve mutually different radiation patterns, so that the interference level may be dif

ferent for each of the three beams. Therefore we will consider the interference at 

nine -3 dB points: at' a2' a3' bl' b2, b3, cl' 

c2 and c3 in Figure 4.6 (compare this to Figure 3.24b). 

L
XoW 

YoW 

Figure 4.6: Defining points for co-channel interference. 

-. The points am' bm and c m indicate the gain maxima. In the figure 

we presume that they are also the centre of the -3 dB-contour belonging to 

it. 

- The points a l' a3' b2, b3, c2 and c 3 lie between two gain maxima whereas 

the lines a 1 am' b 1 bm and c 1 c m bisect the angles a2 am a3' b2 bm b3 and 

c2 c m c3 respectively. 

In reality Figure 4.6 cannot be an exact representation, for the -3 dB-contour do not 

lie in a plane but on a spherical surface, see Figu re 4.7. 
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yo~ 

Figure 4.7: -3 dB-contour on a spherical surface. 

As a consequence we have to re-define some -3 dB-points: 

- The points a2' a3' b2, b3, c2 and c3 lie on one of the three segments of a 

circle with centre (J that run from one to the other gain maximum: am bm, 

bm cm and c m am· 

- The bisection by the segments of a circle with centre ft at am' b I bm and 

c 1 c m takes place in the points am' bm and c m respectively. 

The segments of a circle we mentioned do n6t He in a plane with constant value oft!( 

off' As a consequence we cannot determine the -3 dB-'points' (actually: directions) 

by variation until the gain has decreased to Gmax -3 dB of e off 'only while holding~ 

off constant. Yet the computer program requires to be informed of f) off and IR off' 

For this reason we have derived expressions (see appendix 5) for the computer 

program to compute the (6off' ~off) co-ordinates (81,tql) of any direction between two 

gain maxima, and of any 'bisecting' direction in one of the planes am&a l' bmC7b 1 and 

Cmf::rC 1 (see Figure 4.7). Hereby the angular distance a pi of any point L to the beams 

own gain maximum P is the varfable input-parameter, a part that is filled by e off if 

we are looking in a plane with a constant value of cq off' 

In Table 4.5 we show, for each of the nine cases, the coordinates of the two points 

(P, and Q or Qh) that determine the plane in which we look for a -3dB -point. The 

values for P and Q are obtained from Table 4.4; the values for Qh are obtained by 

employing the method as described in appendix 5. 
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-3dB- from (P) t6 (Q or Qh) 

point eoff ~off 80 ff ~off 

al 4.254° 89.45° 5.7106° 288.8 1 660 (Qh) 

a2 4.254° 89~45° 8.557° 329.75° 

a3 14.254° 89.45° 7.487° 239.83° 

b1 7.4870 239.83° 3.7291° 359.55270 (Qh) 

b2 7.487° 239.83° 4.254° 89.45° 

b3 7.487° 239.83° 8.557° 329.75° 

cl 8.557° 329.750 2.1577° 210.45040 (Qh) 

c2 8.557° 329.75° 7.487° 239.83° 

c3 8.557° 329.75° 4.254° 89.45° 

Table 4.5: Coordinates determining the plane to look for a -3dB-point. 

Using Table 4.5 we have determined (with the computer program) the value for ocpl 
that results in a decrease in gain of 3dB (more exact: 3.01dB) relative to Gmax. 

This value for cx.pl' denoted by l/2e3, results in the location of a -3dB-point. See 

Table 4.6 for the results. 

With regard to the values we find for 183, we observe that the averages over a 

beam: 2.594°, 2.7270 and 2.5490 lie on either side of the average for the central 

beam: 2.58850 (obtained from (4.24) by dividing by two). 

Thus we see that the dimension of the -3dB-contour of scanned beam deviates not 

much from that of the central beam. This is adv,:l.ntageous with regard to the 

achievement of continuous coverage; see also Table 4.4 for the locations with 

respect to which tG3 has been taken. 
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-3dB- Gmax-

point 3.01dB 

al 28.48dB 2.612° 1.7650° 72.8249° 

a2 28.48dB 2.605° 2.8703° 52.6084° 

a3 28.48dB 2.564° 2.0123° 114.0205° 

b i 28.38dB 2.797° 4.9322° 250.5995° 

b2 28.38dB 2.693° 4.8665° 233.9235° 

b3 28.38dB 2.690° 6.0764° 259.9235° 

cl 28.39dB 2.5055° 6.1176° 325.2088° 

c2 28.39dB 2.534° 6.8656° 315.5676° 

c3 28.39dB 2.608° 6.1543° 337.7855° 

Table 4.6: Location of and gain at -3dB-points. 

Now we are able to compute, for the -3dB-points of a beam, the interference that 

is experienced from the two co-channel beams separately. For this purpose we insert 

the coordinates (S:t., tfJ of Table 4.6 into the computer program for the gain com

putation of the proper beam. The results have been tabulated in Table 4.7. Hereby 

the co-channel gaIn caused by the beams 3a , 3b and 3c is denoted by G3a, G3a and 

G3a respectively. 

In accordance with the definition of interference level (3.49) we also tabulate GI,3a, 

G1,3b and G1,3c, being the interference level of the separate co-channel beams 3a, 

3b and 3c respectively. They are related to the co-channel gafn as follows: 

( 4.29) 

and can be found rapidly from G31 by subtraction of the largest value occurring for 

the beam, for this value amounts to Gmax -3.01dB. 
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-3dB-

point G3Q G3b ~'" dr,~G Gr,,,,b ~,1C. Gr 

al 28.48 -0.87 -4.11 0 -29.35 -32.59 -24.80 

a2 28.48 -6.61 -0.52 0 -35.09 -29.00 -25.50 

a3 28.48 0.33 -9.25 0 -28.15 -37.73 -25.66 

b1 -4.32 28.38 -4.41 -32.70 0 -32.79 -26.72 

b2 -2.89 28.38 -10.21 -31.27 0 -38.59 -28.16 

b3 1-10.70 28.38 -2.68 -39.08 0 -31.06 -28.15 

cl -3.26 -0.97 28.39 -31.65 -29.36 0 -24.41 

c2 -9.20 0.40 28.39 -37.59 -27.99 0 -25.51 

c3 -0.45 -6.27 28.39 -28.84 -34.66 0 -25.25 

Table 4.7: Co-channel gain and interference level (G-values In dB). 

The zero values are of course not interference levels, for they are related to the 

considered beam itself! 

Finally we show the total interference level G I' which has been calculated from the 

two composing interference levels by addition (worst case assumption) on the basis of 

fieldstrength, according to (3.59). 

Conclusions relating to the total interference level: 

- As indicated by the arrows in Table 4.7 the interference appears to be 

largest at the intermediate -3dB-points a l' bland c 1· 

- The somewhat lower values at the outside -3dB-points are approximately 

equal (per beam). Therefore we state that the maximum total interference 

level along a -3dB-contour most probably will be found at or nearby ai' b 1 

and c 1 and amounts about to the values indicated. 

- Comparing the maximum value occurring (-24.41dB) to the requirement for -20dB 

co-channel interference or less (see section 3.3) it appears that it is possible 

to apply the offset hyperbolic antenna! 
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- Comparing the offset case to its non-Qffset equivalent (see Table 3.7, the 

case. AI>... :: 1.5, ka ::: ka_(J"):: 16, e :: 2) with an interference level of 

-30.90dB, we see that the change from non-offset to offset causes the 

interference level to decrease by more than 6dB (6.5dB). 
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.5. Application of the offset hyperbolic antenna using short backfire antennas as 

feeds 

This chapter is similar to chapter 4 in that we strive to obtain 19 beams for con

tiguous coverage with an offset configuration of the hyperbolic antenna. Besides we 

will also use A/)... ::: 1 • .5. However there are certain distinctions: 

- Instead of choosing a corrugated feed with ka = 16 together with e.i. =-rndB 

we wil1 fix the diameter of the feed by the application of the ~hort ~ackfire 

antenna (see section 5.1) together with e.i. = -28dB. Hereby it will appear 

that the physical diameter of the feed is smaller than the diameter used in 

the radiation model. 

- We have translated the demand for no aperture blocking into a more 

accurate parametrical relation by application of the geometric optical 

pr incipie (see section 5.2). 

- In case it appears that the central beam of the offset antenna has a 

halfpower beamwidth 83 deviating from the desired value of 4.8080 (as derived 

with (2.6c» we will adapt the correct parameter(s) (see section 5.3). 

5.1 The Short Backfire antenna 

We recal1: The reason why we apply a hyperbolic reflector lies in the necessity for 

contiguous (~ -3dB) coverage and the impossibility to obtain this with a parabolic 

reflector and single-feed-per-beam. 

The disadvantage that is attended with the use of the hyperboloid (namely the 

diverging of a beam) can partly be overcome by application of a feed with a physi

cally small diameter compared to the radiation pattern it produces. We will use the 

~hort ~ack.!.lre (SBF) antenna because it has this property, as we will show, and be

cause it is easily to construct (so: cheap). 

In Figure 5.1 we show the radiation pattern of a conventional SBF antenna at 1540 

MHz (reproduced from [l 0 J). It has a physicaJ diameter Dph of 40 cm, or: 

(5.1) 
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18()Cl 1?rf bo" 0" 

Figure 5.1: Radiation pattern of a conventional SBF antenna for 1540 MHz . 

. If we consider the main lobe it appears that this part shows great resemblance to 

the radiation pattern we have used as a model for the corrugated feed, described by 

(3.10), if we take: 

ka :::: 7 ( 5.2) 

With k :::: 'L?f we find for the diameter Of of the 'model' feed: 
A 

( 5.3) 

Comparing (5.3) to (5.1) we see that the physical diameter 0ph is smaller than its 

corrugated feed equivalent Of! If we denote the \*hysical radius of the SBF by Aph 

we may write: 

kaph :::: '27!.' '2.05 A =. 6.44-T' (5.4) 

We will need this value' in section 5.2 relating to aperture blOCking. Note: The 

dimensions of the feed (cluster) are determined by kaph' but the radiation properties 

are determined by ka! 

The deviation between model and reality in radiation pattern mainly takes place in 

the side lobe region. Because the mainlobe of the SBF starts to deviate from our 
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'model' radiation pattern just before the gain has decreased to -29dB (relative to 

maximum gain, see Figure 5.1) we will cut off the radiation pattern of the model at 

-28dB. By this the rest of the mainlobe and the sidelobes will radiate along the 

reflector . 

From the foregoing it may be clear that we will model the SBF as a feed by assum

ing its radiation pattern is described by (3.10), together with ka = 7 and: 

e.i. = -28dB (5.5) 

and with physically: kaph = 6.4-4-. 

For the directivity Gf(O) of the 'model' feed we calculate from (3.11) with 

ka = 7 and jOl ~ 2.4-05: Gf(O) = 15.3dB. Now the directivity of the conventional SBF 

antenna comes to [10]: 14-.8dB (disregarding the inefficiency); this is 0.5dB less than 

our model predicts. However, [IO] also discusses the so called 'improved' SBF 

antenna. This has virtually the same mainlobe shape (is therefore suitable for our 

purpose) and the same physical diameter (2.0511), but a directivity of 15.5dB, 0.2dB 

more than our 'model' feed. Because the improved SBF antenna is preferable (it has 

an increased frequency bandwidth) we would thus make an error of 0.2dB. This is ac

ceptable so that we will assume that the 15.3dB of our 'model' feed is correct. 

By inserting ka = 7 and e.i. = -28dB in (3.12) we obtain an expression for e f,max. 

Because we are dealing here with an offset reflector we have to replace e f,max by 

1/2 e r .i.' being half of the reflector included angle. Thus we find: 

e r .i. = 92.382
0 (5.6) 

and with the aid of (3.14-): 

(5.7) 
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5.2 Aperture blocking - geometric optical approximation 

The approximation we applied to aperture blocking in chapter 4 resulted in the ease 

of having an explicit expression for 0.
0

: (4.14a),however also in an uncertainty about 

its precision. 

Now we will deduce a more precise expression from which et o has to be calculated. 

For this deduction we demand that a ray radiating from the (concave) focus after 

reflection may just not be blocked by the outer feeds. We have illustrated this 

requirement in Figure 5.2. Hereby we assume in the first instance that the feed 

direction makes an angle tX f with the negative z-axes. 

Figure 5.2: Just no blocking of a central ray. 

If we define h, fJ and r f according to the figure they satisfy the next three 

expressions: 

h = 2F sin (<X-G) 

h = r f sinfJ 

(Q-!3) + (~f + 900
) + fJ 

In (5.Sb) r f is the maximum radius of the feed cluster. 

From (5.8a) and (5.8b) we get: 

(5.8a) 

(5.gb) 

(5.8c) 

(5.9) 
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and from (5.8c): 

By inserting (5.10) in (5.9) we get: 

2F sin (ct-~) :::: rf cos [(il-f') + <X f ] 

:::: r f[ COS(Cl-t3) cos<Xf - sin (Q-[3) sintYt] 

This can be rewritten as: 

or: 

(2F + r f sinaf) sin (c<-p) :::: r f cos~f cos (lX-p) 

:::: r"£ (OSGty 

'2F +r£ Sin cxf 

:::: cosar 
'2F + sino:.r 
rr 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13 ) 

We will arrange the feeds in closest packing as drawn in Figure 3.26. Observe that 

the radius of one feed however, is aph instead of a! (Because we apply an SBF, see 

section 5.1). Thus we may write: 

m is the number of feed-radii from centre to edge of feed cluster, with m :::: 

our case of 19 feeds. 

(5.14) 

5 in 

Further we have to express F in known parameters: From (3.3a) and (3.4) it follows: 

F :::: e~l f (5.15) 

We insert (5.15) and (5.14) in (5.13) and obtain the next parametrical relation as a 

direct consequence of the demand we have made: 

tan (ct-r) :::: ___ CO_S_lX.::....£ ___ _ 

. '2kr 
s'na.f + 

rn·k8ph 
e 

. e-1 

(5.16) 
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(5.16) together with (4..16) to (4.18) results in an expression for 0'.0' It is difficult, if 

not impossible, to obtain an explIcit expression for ~o' However, an implicit expres

sion can be obtained. For this purpose we rewrite (4.16a) into an expression for C(.o: 

(5.!7) 

We eliminateC(-r from (5.17) with the aid of (5.16) and find: 

0:0. :;:: ~ e rj. + '2 arctan { Mtdn [~ 8reJan ( . COSlXf'lkf . .JL)111 
Slnctf+ m \<oph e-l ~ 

(5.18) 

With (5.18) we have expressed Q:o' in ~ (and other parameters). On the other hand o:.f 

can be expressed in iXn. (and other parameters) by inserting a. , as given by (4.17), in 

(4.18): 

(5.19) 

We can eliminate CG f from (5.18) with the aid of (5.19)~ -Thus we obtain an expression 

containing Qo. on both sides of the sign of equality. This implicit from is lJnsuitable 

for an explicit determination of 0;0' but suftable for an iterative determination. For 

this purpose we write down the next recursive expression for ao' derived from (5.18): 

with: 

~ = '1ardan{Mton[~ar-cJ:an {~ton (X~. - tBr.i.)]} 

+iardan{~tan[+(~~. tterj.)J}]} 
derived from (5.19). 

In these expressions the tilde (-) indicates that we are dealing with varying 

quanti ties. 
i ---..j --0 --11'\.-1 "-'0,....,1.-2-'&.0. and <Xf are the i-th values of the series (CXo!<l&O!G6or''') and (CXf'(Xf'ctf ' .... ) 

(5.20 ) 

(5.21) 
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respectively, i = 1,2,3, •••• 

For the initial value oc~ we take: (&f' follows from (5.21» 

(5.22) 

corresponding to Bf,min = 00
, the. case of an infinitely small feed cluster with regard 

to aperture blocking. 

In practice it appears that the series (&;~~~r"'~! converges for i-{/) 

(though we have no mathematical proof of it), indeed after only a few iteration 

steps (typically less than 10, though the number of steps increases rapidly for 

decreasing value of M). 

We find after convergence: 

0:. == !im ('V i ) o. , .... (r.) <X.O. (5.23) 

Remark: (5.20) and (5.21) actuai1y are valid only if 8r .i.' e and M, kf, kaph and m 

are independent of (Xo. and (x'f' 

We want to see how our demand concerning aperture blocking effects 0..
0

.' regardless 

of the beamwidth we want to obtain. 

For this purpose we _ have to know all fixed parameters of (5.20) and (5.21): 

e· 92.3820 
r .1. 

kaph = 6.44 

determined by the application of the 

SBF and e.i. = -28dB (see section 5.0. 

m = 5, determined by the application of 19 feeds in a hexagonal 

arrangement at closest packing. 

kf = ? 

e ? 

We might apply the minimum scanangle demc.nd as formulated by (4.3). 

However, because ex. f occurs in this expression we will not use it 

to eliminate e or kf out of (5.20) and (5.21) (see also the remark above). 

We will replace kf by an expression containing the familiar parameter A/,,: 
Combining (3.31) and (3.32) we find: 
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(5.24) 

With (4.1Ia/b) this may be rewritten as: 

(5.25) 

By inserting (5.25) in (5.20) and (5.21) we are able to carry out the iterative calcula

tion of OCo. and (Xf' whereby e and D./" are the parameters which are free to choose. 

We will take c:'/)... = 1.5 because it is favourable with respect to the interference 

level (as has been determined in chapter 3), and Aft.. = 0.75 as a check up for pos

sibJe conclusions. Note that at the end of section 3.5 we concluded that, for the 

ndn-offset antenna, A/).. = 1.5 was, and that C;. h 0.75 was not allow' with regard to 

the minimum scan angle demand. Now the change from non-offset to offset involves 

a weakening of this demand as can be seen in (4.4), so that 4./).. = 1.5 appears to be 

allowed. 

For e we have taken the same range of values as in chapter 3. The results of the 

calculations can be seen in Table 5.1. 

a) t:./>,. = 0.75 b) = 1.5 

e 
I 

Cto. exf Q:f - ex. 0. 
e I (Xo, <Xf Ott - ~o_ 

1.05 48.029° 57.285° 9.256° 1.05 47.138° 56.202° 9.064° 

1.1 49.529° 59.087° 9.558° 1.1 47.956° 57.174° 9.218° 

1.2 51.800° 61.766° 9.966° 1.2 49.297° 58.721 ° 9.424° 

1.3 53.416° 63.599° 10.183° 1.3 50.344° 59.868° 9.524° 

1.5 55.531° 65.795° 10.264° 1.5 51.870° 61.378° 9.508° 

2 58.086° 67.684° 9.598° 2 54.031 ° 62.913° 8.882° 

3 59.981 ° 67.746° 7.765° 3 55.934° 63.192° 7.258° 

Table 5.1: Iteratively calculated values for ((0. and (Xf and arCto' 

We recall that (X f indicates the direction of the feeds we have used in chapter 4, 
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whereas 0:.
0

. indicates the direction of the symmetry axis of the alternative cone 

originating in the concave focus at (O,O,2F), as shown in Figure 4.1. If the feeds 

were directed along the angle Q';o. the central feed would cause a constant edge il

lumination e.i •• For both values mentioned (£Xf and (Xu) of the 'feed-angle' we have 

drawn the cross section with the x-z-plane of the feed radiation pattern in Figure 

5.3a/b. 

Figure 5.3: Polar feed radiation pattern for two feed directions. 

The shaded part of the feed radiation pattern does not reach the. reflector. From 

Figure 5.3b we can see that the angle lXrQo. determines the minimum and maximum 

deviation angle at which the edge illumination takes place. Figure 5.4 serves as a 

further illustration of the meaning of a.r(to.' whereby the unbroken line indicates the 

radiation pattern of Figure 5.3a and the dashed line the one of Figure 5.3b. The 

reflector is illuminated by that part of the feed radiation pattern which lies betweene 

f,min and Sf,max' 

, , 

f 

I 
I 

/ 

/ 
/ 

6r.i. 

/ 

I 
, I I 

~~~~~~~~----------~L-----Q~f------~~~~~~~~~--ef 

$r,rn,l'\ 

Figure 5.4: Feed radiation pattern for two feed 

In Table 5.1 we can see that <XrCta has a typical value of about 90 to 100
• In order 
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to find out wether this is too high we have calculated the edge illumination from 

(3.12), but with 6f ,max replaced by 1.8r.i ., and tabulated the results for ka = 7 and 

for various values of 4-9 r .i., in Table 5.2. 

.1 e .' 
'2. r .1. e.i. ~er .i • e.i. 

360 -14.&ldB 470 -29.6&dB 

3&0 -16.76dB 480 -32.09dB 

400 -18.92dB 50° -39.00dB 

420 -21.37dB 520 -71.76dB 

440 -24.20dB 52.0530 -wdB 

460 -27.63dB 54° -41.55dB 

46.191 0 -2&.00dB 560 -36.49dB 

Table 5.2: Edge illumination for ka = 7 and various values of {er .1.' 

The dashed lines bound the angular region of e.!. values which all occur if we direct 

the feeds along OC f' This region includes a considerable part of the mainlobe and 

some part of the first .sidelobe. 

Considering the modelling we have applied regarding the SBF, the edge illumination 

may not come below about -29dB, for else there is a considerable deviation between 

SBF radiation pattern (shown in Figure 5.1) and its model. From this point of view 

we may already conclude that it is not allowed to direct the feeds along ex. f' But 

there is an argument of even more importance: With an angle (Xc ~o. = 100 we can 

see from Table 5.2 that there would be directions with an edge illumination of up to 

more than -15dB, and this is quite high for the computation method we have applied 

(aperture method). Further we would have an unnecessary loss because of spillover 

(radiation along the reflector). 

From the arguments given above it is clear that if we want to apply the SBF we 

may not direct the feeds along an angle {X.f! 

Because we are able to obtain a constant edge illumination (at least for the central 
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feed, as shown in Figure 5.3a} it is obvious that we have to direct the feeds along 

an angle\X.o. instead of (\G.f' 

This different direction of the feeds requires several alterations: 

- We have to change the computer program because of both changed feed 

direction and (as a consequence of this) changed maln direction of the 

antenna. This topic will be discussed in the next section (section 5.3). 

- In the non-blocking requirement, which we illustrated with Figure 5.2 

for the case of <X f and in the formulae we derived from this requirement, we now 

ought to work with the angle <l. o. instead of IXf• As a consequence the 

parametricaJ relation (5.16) would have to be changed to: 

c.os<Xo. 
tan (Ct..-p) = --sl-n;:..C(,;..;:....+.=::-'l-;-kf;;---.-e--

o. m.k8£ys e-l 

Nevertheless: In the implementation of the iterative calculation of eto. 

hereafter we will use the 'old' requirement, thus our conclusions relating 

(5.26) 

to Table 5.1 being valid. - The error we make is rather unimportant, for in either 

of the cases (5.26) or (5.16) the resulting angle (J.. - p is very small (typically 10
) 

and thus considered of very little influence on the final radiation pattern of the 

complete antenna; besides, our non-blocking demand is "j ust an approximation"! 

As opposed to the derivation of (5.18) and (5.19) the altered feed direction intro

duces a dependency of e and kf upon \X o! which we will determine next. 

The dependency arises because, as distinct from (4.3), the minimum scan-angle 8scan 
satisfies the next demand: (~ has been replaced by ex:. f)' 

tan S ':::! '2K8ph 
scm. kf' 

=: '1. ka ph • e eo:::, Ct..9. +1 
kP e+t 

(5.27) 

Note that ka has been replaced by kaph because the approximation we apply is 

determined by the physical radius aph of the feeds. 

We substitute kf as given by (5.25) in (5.27) and find: 

This can be rewritten into a quadratic equation for e: 

e CDS OCo. + 1 

e+l (5.28) 
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rr( A/A. (O~ e r. i. ) 
~a ph crt5 (.t8('.i.)] 

n (t:./>, ). [UCOS(iSr.i.)] 
kaph . [1-c.os(';"8ri.)] 

n(A!AI 

In (5.29) we have to distinguish two cases: 

1) aq ::: O. Then it follows from (5.29): 

2) aq ~ O. Then it foHows from (5.29): 

(5.29) 

- C.OS etO. (5.30a) 

- 1 +cos (X, o. (5.30b) 

+1 (5.30c) 

(5.3!) 

(5.32) 

Through (5.31) or (5.32) and with (5.30a/b/c) we have expressed e in (to: Thus with 

(5.25) we have expressed kf in ct o. too. <l', o. in turn is expressed in kf and e through 

(5.18). Therefore we may write down the next recursive relations: 

""I 

""i-tl _ .1.e L_ {",",i [1 1-_ ( cosCt£ \J~ 
<:(.0. - 2 i.i. + L arc'COn M tan [2. aiCld..n \; Sincx'.J+z f ) J 

~~ = 2ai ctan{M j tan [iarctan (~i tan{1 (Q~. +~er.d}) 

+4 arctdn (~itanH (Cl~.-1er.l.)} )J} 
wi th the definition: 

Further: 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 
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. """i 
M'-~ - 13'-1 (5.36) 

(5.37) 

wi th in general, from (5.32): 

Z' ~ -~ ~' +~ ~[~jr (~l' (5.38) 

~I /"'oJ 1 

(*) and (~~) follow from (5.30a/b/c): 

"""'-'I 7f(D./\/ l.±'2C~C~eri) 1 

(~~) = __ ta __ n_e_~~.m~. __ ~ka~ph~ ____ 1_-_CD~s_(_e_r~,i.~) ____ ~ ____ __ 
-v 1C (tJ.!>,) COS (~er.i.) - cosa:~ 

!:.an esc. VVI. (1 ) ka ph 1- cO'S ~er.'. 

(5.39a) 

/"'....Ji 7f(c:'/>.) 1 

( ~\ tan8sc..m. kaph l-COS(~eri) +1 
-0:;; / ::: -----------=-~~--------=.:;=.:~~~-------

ton 95C . VYI. 1C("'/>.1 cos(~ er J COS ~~. 
kc3ph 1 - cos (18 ) 

2 1".1. 

(5.39b) 

We start the iteration procedure with:~. ::: 18 r.i. and with given parameters: 

kaph = 6.44 (SBF) 

6 r.i. = 92.3820 (e.i. = -28dB) 

Ssc.m. = 4.1640 (=~ ~.4.808° = Jrfj"8'3) 

c.-IA = 1.5 and 0.15 (estimates) 

We have tabulated the results (obtained after 8 or more iteration steps) in Table 5.3. 
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CVA 1.5 0.75 

kf 137.4130 140.087 

e 1.4460 1.20012 

eto. 51.51530 51.8021 0 

a:.f 61.05170 61.76920 

Table 5.3: Iteratively calculated parameters. 

In both cases (AtA = 1.5 and t:. fA = 0.75) Gt o. - Ctf indeed is too large (about 100
) to 

maintain oc.. f as the feed direction. 

We see that kf, C(. o. and Gtf do not change much while e does, on varying ~ fA' 

5.3 The central beam 

Because of the altered feed direction (the angle with the negative z-axis has been 

changed from Q.f to eto.> the computer program for the computation of radiation pat

terns requires two major alterations: 

1) In the co-ordinate transformation of the rotated feed co-ordinate system to 

the coordinate system (xf' y f' zf) (see Figure 3.3) the transformation 

factors A and B, as expressed by (A4.2a/b), have to be changed to: 

A = - ""in Cto. 'Sint.Rr (5.40a) 
sinGt 

B = sin til cCO<X.o. - cos!Qf CDS 9f slnCk'.o. (5.40b) 
~ine'f 

2) The main direction of the antenna no longer makes an angle ct: but an angle 

t'Xth with the positive z-axis. We define <X h with the aid of Figure 5.5. 

Observe the resemblance and distinction with Figure 4.1. 
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f, 

Figure 5.5: Definition of the angle CX h. 

A special case of (4.15) appears to be: 

(5.41) 

from which we find the next expression forQ', h: 

(5.42) 

Thus the transformation factors Aoff and Boff' as expressed by (A4.Sa/b), have to be 

changed to: 

~in (5.43a) 

(5.43b) 

At the end of the former section it appeared that, given both non-blocking demand 

and minimum scan angle demand, we have left just 6ne degree of freedom, namely 

c./)". In chapter 3 we saw (as in Figure 3.20) that we may vary 6, IA to affect the 

shape of the radiation pattern, but ,gJso (as in Figure 3.19) that C:.I" affects &3. 

In this section we will fix AI" so as to approximate the desired value for $3. 

However, this has as a consequence that we cann:::>t use c. IA anymore to suppress the 

co-channel interference level! 

The computer program has to be fed with the parameters e, ka, kf,Ct- o! er .i . and the 
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feed location. 

- ka and 8 r•i . are constant, with values of 7 and 92.3820 respectively, see 

(5.2) and (5.6). 

- e, kf and \X 0, are determined iteratively (see former section), with (in case 

C,/", ::: 1.5 and 0.75) values as in Table 5.3. 

the feed is placed in focus (concave), since thus it produces the central 

beam. 

Similar to the procedure we followed in section 4.2 we have determined, for 

A/" ::: 1.5 and A/" ::: 0.75, the location and value of the gain maximum; see Table 5.4-

for the results. Hereby e off,m and ~ off,m are the e off and te off coordinates of the 

maximum with regard to the main direction of the antenna. 

e:. /A 1.5 0.75 

Gmax 28.27(742) 33.7001 

off,m 1.0720 0.37550 

off,m 1800 1800 

Gmax - 25.26(712) 30.68(981) 

3.0103dB 

Table 5.4: Gain maximum of the central beam. 

Gmax -3.0103dB is the value of the gain at the -3dB-contour. 

Next we have determined, once again, several points of the -3dB-contour. The results 

are tabulated in Table 5.5, similar to Table 4.2. 
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a) A/;.., = 1.5 

<.e~ Bof£ 83 (<RoW) =- eoW (<Qofl') t BoEf (~off + 18CP) 

0° 3.2715° 7.3.413° 

30° 330° 3.2746° 7.2602° 

60° 300° 3.3802° 7.1605° 

90° 270° 3.6228° 7.2456° 

120° 240° 3.7803° 7.1605° 

150° 210° 3.9856° 7.2602° 

180° 4.0698° 7.3413° 

b) 41>-. =: 0.75 

lqoW Soff (93 (('oW) = 8 0 w (lQo~r h eo~ (~oW + 180°) 

0° 1.8604° 3.9040° 

30° 330° 1.8206° 3.8608° 

60° 300° 1.8880° 3.91440 

900 270° 2.00130 4.00260 

120° 2400 2.0264° 3.9144° 

1500 210° 2.0402° 3.8608° 

180° 2.04360 3.9040° 

Table 5.5': Points of the - 3dB-contour. 

From the third column we have calculated the average value over the twelve ~ off 

values, denoted by 19 3: 

83 = 7.238050 for c:'f>... = 1.5 (5.44a) 

83 3.9095° for e:.. fA = 0.75 (5.44b) 

We compare (5.44a/b) to the desired value for 8 3, namely 4.808°, and conclude that 

6./" 1.5 results in a value for e 3 that is too l~rge, whereas A I>.. 0.75 results in a - \, 
value for 8 3 that is too small. 

Because neither of the two CJ. /", - values results in a satisfying value for e 3' we look 
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for a more favourable A/A - value. For this purpose we present (5.44a/b) in a 

diagram form in Figure 5.6. 

1·24 - -- -- -+- - - -

-- - - - .. - - - - -- -
-+--

+ 
! 

• 
I 
I 
I 

" I 
I 

I 
I 
+ 
I 
I 

~ __________ ~~~~ ____ ~~ __ --po./.~ 
0.,.5 Q.3fi. 1 S 1\ 

Figure 5.6: 63 as a function of Il/~. 

Because e and kf are not constant over A/t-. we may not expect a curve like in 

Figure 3.19! For the two found values of the curve 03 :: e 3 (D./;..) we see that they 

lie on a straight line that nearly goes through the origin. Thus we assume the 

straight line of Figure 5.6 to represent the curve 83 = G 3 (C:./'A). 

Applying linear. interpolation we estimate that the value of 03 :: 4.8080 is achieved 

if we take: 

ellA = 0.95 (5.45) 

Next we will check weather (5.45) actually results in a value of 93 close enough to 

4.8080
• For this purpose we have calculated the parameters kf, e, IA o. and Ct f using 

the iterative method as given by (5.33) to (5.39); see Table 5.6 for the results, on 

analogy of Table 5.3. 
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t:. If,. 0.95 

kf 139.3803 

e 1.2606 

/ho 51.71730 

Ctf 61.5901 0 

kDA 333.1194 (equation 4.19a) 

kDB 411.4254 (equation 4.19b) 

Table 5.6: Calculated parameters. 

Then we have again computed the gain maximum (see Table 5.7) and some points of 

the -3dB-contour (see Table 5.8). 

Gmax 

eoff,m 

. tfoff,m 

Gmax-

3.0103dB 

0.95 

31.92640dB 

0.055(5) 

1800 

28.91(6ID)dB 

Table 5.7: Gain maximum of the central beam. 

iRoff 

0 0 

300 3300 

600 3000 

900 2700 

1200 2400 

1500 2100 

1800 

We find: 

8 off 

2.13~~74220 
2.23;;0 I ~.82490 
2.24780 4.77440 

2.41050 4.82100 

2.52660 

2.58560 

2.60240 

4.77440 

4.82490 

4.74220 

Table 5.8: Points of the - 3dB-contour. 
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(5.46) 

This value deviates just 0.3% from the desired value of 4.808°. It has little use to 

try to achieve a more accurate approximation since the -3dB-contour has an inac

curacy much larger than 0.3%! 
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5.4 The scanned beams and their co-channel interference 

In this section we will again place the feed out of focus (like we did in section 4.3) 

so as to produce the scanned beams, whereby we will compute radiation patterns of 

just one set of co-channel beams, namely 3a ,3b and 3c , see Figure (3.24a/b). 

As contrasted with section 4.3 however, we want the feeds to be at closest packing, 

see Figure 3.26. This implies for the displacement e r out of focus: 

(5.47) 

for the beams with superscript a, band c respectively. 

In the computer program however, we do not specify € r but e scan,spec as an input

parameter. By combining (4.28) with (5.27) we find: 

tan 6scan,spec ~ tan8scan,min (5.48) 

and with (5.47): 

tan8scan,spec "':! (l,~2hanescan,min (5.49) 

So: 

8 scan,spec ~ $scan,min,arctan(U tan$scan,min)' 

arctan(2tan8scan,min) (5.50) 

for beams a, band c respectively. 

For e scan,min we will take a value of 4.1640
, which follows from (2.6c) and (3.67), 

realizing that $3 = 93,min (in this case). 

Note that 4.1640 has been calculated under the assumption of an exact hexagonal 

grid with 19 identical, contiguous -3dB-contours, so that actually we are still left 

wi th an approximation (though a more precise one than in chapter 3)1 

By inserting escan,min = 4.1640 in (5.50) we end up with (Figure 3.24b): 
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escan,spec = 4.164°, 7.187~, 8.284° (5.51) 

Note that (5.51) is exact because it tells us the values for e scan,spec from which 

the computer program determines 6 r' by application of (4.28) exept that the present 

fl is different from fl in chapter 3: 

f' = f. e+t 
COSG:.o+l 

The computer program also requires to be fed with 41scan,spec: 

~ 900 240°, 330° '\scan,spec = , 

for beams 3a , 3b and 3c respectively. 

(5.52) 

(5.53) 

Except for the feed location, we take all input parameters to be identical to those 

we have used for the central beam in section 5.3, in case 6./)... = 0.95; see Table 5.6, 

plus that ka = 7 and 6 r•1• = 92.382°. 

For each of the three beams 3a , 3b and 3c we have computed the actual location (e 

scan'tRscan) and value Gmax of the gain maximum. In Table 5.9 we have gathered 

the results, together with the sp~cified locations (escan,spec' <Q scan,spec)' 

beam 
I 6 scan,spec Bscan ~ scan,spec \(( scan Gmax (e~ -i)- iCX)clc 

6:;:sp 

3a 4.164° 3.989° 90° 98.08° 32.14 dB -4.2% 

3b 7.187° 7.767° 240° 232.0° 33.41 dB +8.1% 

3c 8.284° 6.929° 3300 324.92° 32.84 dB -16.4% 

central 0° 0.0555° 180° 

I 
31.93 dB 

Table 5.9: Gain maxima of scanned beams. 

Remarks to Table 5.9: 

- The maxima are found quite far away from where we expected them, and at very 

irregular deviations (seventh column). 
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Although the location of a maximum IS less important than the location of a -3dB

contour we may already expect that the -3dB-contours will not be as properly 10 

cated as they were in section 4.3. We observe that the maximum of beam 3c is 

located closer to the main direction of the antenna than the maximum of beam 

3b, which is contrary to what we have expected (second column). 

- From the sixth column we see that 'the directivity of each of the three scanned 

beams is larger than the directivity of the central beam. We may even say: The 

larger e scan the larger Gmax ' This is surprisingly since we expect that defocussing 

of a feed would cause a deterioration of the radiation pattern. 

We will compute the co-channel interference at the nine -3dB-points: al' a2' a3' bl' 

b2, b3, c l' c2 and c3; their locations are defined in section 4.3. 

On the analogy of Table 4.5 we have composed Table 5.10, containing the co

ordinates of the points that determine the plane in which the -3dB-points, mentioned 

above, lie. 

-3dB- from(P) to(Q or Qh) 

point eoff ~off Boff LRoff 

al 3.989° 98.08° 5.066° 277.40° (Qh) 

a2 3.989° 98.08° 6.929° 324.92° 

a3 3.989° 98.08° 7.767° 232.00° 

b1 7.767° 232.00° 2.597° 358.66°(Qh) 

b2 7.767° 232.00° 3.989° 98.08° 

b3 7.767° 232.00° 6.929° 324.92° 

cl 6.929° 324.9t 2.785° 199.85°(Qh) 

c2 6.929° 324.9~ 7.766° 232.000 

c3 6.929° 324.9t 3.989° 98.08° 

Table 5.10: Co-ordinates determining the plane to look for a -3dB-point 

With the computer program we have determined, for each of the nine -3dB-points, 

the half-power angle ~!9 3' being the angular distance between gain maximum and 
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-3dB-point. Further we have determined the co-channel gam: G3a, G3b and G3c, and 

have calculated the total interference level G1 in the same way as we did for Table 

4.7. The results have been tabulated in Table 5.11. 

-3dB-

point :1 
"2 613 G3a G3b G3c G1 

al 2.4659° 29.13 12.18 -0.63 -18.16 +-

a2 2.987° 29.13 12.41 6.57 -16.14 

a3 2.030i) 29.13 7.90 -7.04 -22.81 

bi 3.0998° 0.67 30.40 -5.04 -29.11 +-
b2 1.9974° -5.08 30.40 -11.32 -35.04 

b3 3.0357° -3.80 30.40 -1.99 - 30.24 

ci 1.4819° 9.38 14.40 29.83 -14.56 

c2 1.6808° 6.10 14.44 29.83 -15.58 

c3 1.7947° 12.73 13.90 29.83 -13.48 +-

Table 5.11 : Half-power angle, co-channel gain and total interference level 

(G-values in dB). 

Further we give the radiation patterns in the relevant planes in Figure 5.7 to 5.15, 

whereby (THl,FIl) and (TH2,FI2) are the co-ordinates of P and Q(or Qh) respectively. 

We see that per -3db-contour the interference level does not vary very much. Thus 

we assume that the values pointed at indicate the maximum interference level for 

the beams 3a , 3b and 3c respectively. 

Conclusion: The interference level is much too t.igh. The present parameter set doe 

not lead to satisfactory radiation patterns. This probably is caused by the broad 

radiation pattern of the SBF we applied as a feed, through which we are forced to 

apply a large value for e r .i.' This is disadvantageous because then also the offset 

angle has to become larger. This causes the reflector to loose symmetry, which is 

disadvantageous with regard to the radiation pattern, for instance: The cross

polarization increases to about -21dB (see Figure 5.7). 
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Figure 5.7: Radiation pattern for beam 3°. 
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Figure 5.8: Radiation pattern for beam 3a. 
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Figure 5.9: Radiation pattern for beam 3°. 
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Figure 5.10: Radiation pattern for beam 3b
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Figure 5.11: Radiation pattern for beam 3°. 
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Figure 5.12: Radiation pattern for beam 3b
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l/Z-30B-BERMWIOTH: l.480 

Figure 5.13: Radiation pattern for beam "§. 
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6. Concluding observations 

1. When applying frequency re-use for illumination of the earth it is profitable to 

use 19 contiguous beams, arranged in a hexagonal grid, combined with a frequency 

re-use level of 7. 

2. Employment of hyperbolic reflector with one corrugated feed per beam din result 

in a sufficiently low co-channel interference level. To this end we suppress the co

channel interference by selecting the antenna parameters such that 4/A > 0.75 or 4/ A 

< 0.50 (hereby it holds that the further 41>. gets above 0.75 or below 0.50, the lower 

the co-channel interference becomes). However, in the region A h... < 0.50 we 

generally cannot fulfil the requirement for a cross-over level of -3dB because of the 

too large physical dimension of the feeds. Thus we are confined to tlI'A > 0.75. This 

inevitably brings a disadvantage: For A. 1>\ > 0.75 the directivity hardly increases 

anymore when we enlarge the reflector (without altering its shape). 

3. The cluster of 19 feeds is so large that we have to use an offset-antenna. Of the 

two types of offset-antenna investigated: applying either a corrugated feed with ka 

16 or an SBF as a feed, the former appears to be satisfying the interference requir

ment of less than -ZOdB, while the latter does not. 

4. Recommendations: 

- It would be useful for further investigation on the hyperbolic antenna if we had 

the disposal of a computer program that is less time-consuming. Then it would 

be easier to compute for example the location of the -3dB-contour of each 

beam and to check wether contiguous coverage is attained. 

- A possible coarse to pursue in the investigation is the use of another type of 

feed, or the use of a cluster of single-frequency feeds for each beam. This last 

seems advisable: The extra gain that is obtained by using a flcluster-per-beam fl 

may be deducted from the gain caused by the reflector. This means a decrease 

in reflector diameter, which we can very well use because we are working with 

(compared to the parabolic reflector) a defocussing type of reflector. 

Besides it is thus easy to create a radiation pattern with a high drop-off out 

side the area to be covered. 

- In [11] a parabolic antenna is discussed in which the feed consists of a cluster 
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of q. microstrip antennas and with which it is also possible to obtain a 

sufficiently low co-channel interference level. 
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Appendix 2 Derivation of an expression for N 

On determining an expression for N (level of frequency re-use) we first determine an 

expression 

relating: r co ~ distance between centres of co-channel beams 

to: r ad ~ distance between centres of physically ad j acent beams 

Figure A 2.1: The spacing of co-channel beams. 

The possible locations of a co-channel beam lie on a hexagonal grid. Adapting the 

co-ordinate system as drawn in Figure A 2.1 the co-ordinates of the co-channel 

beam are i.r ad and j.r ad' while reo is defined as above. 

We derive, by applying the cosine-rule: 

l,2r2 + J'2r2 2,,2 -1 (,2 ,2 .. ) 2 
= ad ad - 1 J r ad- 2' = 1 + J + 1 J r ad 

And therefore it holds: 

rc; 2 2 
rJ = i + j + ij, for integer i,j (A 2.1) 
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Now we will show that it holds: 

(A 2.2) 

For this purpose we notice that the co-channel beams of each subband together form 

a hexagonal grid. Therefore we also may consider the whole area as being covered 

by hexagons with centres coinciding with the centres of the co-channel beams (see 

Figure A 2.2a) 

Figure A 2.2a: Hexagons build up the area b: Composing tr iangle 

Such a hexagon can be thought of as being composed of six equilateral triangles. One 

such triangle (see Figure A 2.2b) has an area: 

And therefore the area of a hexagon (denoted by AH) is: 

Aft ::: 6 1A ""r 1. '" l'R"r,'l '12 v J co l'V.) co (A 2.3) 

But similarly all beams together (wether or not co-channel) too form a hexagonal 

grid. So we may as well consider the whole area as being covered by hexagons with 

centres coinciding with the centres of all beams (see Figure A 2.3). 

Now the area of a hexagon (denoted by Ah) is: 

(A 2.4-) 
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Fig. A 2.3: Hexagons build up the area. 

If the area to be covered was of infinite extent it would be clear that there would 

be needed N times as many of the smaller type of hexagon (each with area Ah) as 

there would be needed of the larger type (each with area Aft). Therefore it holds 

(wether or not the area to be covered is infinite): 

(A 2.5) 

or with (A 2.3) and (A 2.4): 

So it follows: 

(A 2.2) 

Finally, from (A l.l) and (A 1.2) we find: 

N = 12 + ]2 + ij, for integer i,] (A 2.6) 
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Appendix 3 The computation of radiation patterns by application of the aperture 

* method 

A radiation pattern is a diagram of the gain function G (e,~) of an antenna in a 

certain plane. In practice the diagram is composed of the value of the gain function 

at a finite number of equidistant angles, mutually connected by straight lines. 

Generally speaking we might say that the computation of G (8,~) takes place in two 

parts: 

with 

with: 

1. Starting frolTl the field distribution (; and !:!) of the feed we 

compute the incident field at the reflector, from this the reflected field and 

subsequently the field at the (spherical) aperture. 

2. Given the field at the aperture we determine the farfield by integration 

over the aperture surface ("aperture method"). 

1. The feed has a field distribution (with regard to the co-ordii}ate system as 

shown in Figure 3.3) described by: 

Eef = ZoH~f = -cos I.\' f' F f (Gf,Pf) 

E~f = ZoHef = sin ~ f' F f (e p Pf) 

-j kl1 ( 
. k 2 E (1 }2' J (. ) Jo u) 

=Ja 47't1} 0 +cosefnJ011JOl'J.o;_u't 

u = ka.sin e f 

(A 3.la) 

(A 3.1b) 

(A 3.2) 

By inserting the co-ordinates of a point at the reflector (with respect to the co

ordinate system (Pf' e f' ~ f» the incident fields (;1' !::h) may be obtained. 

* This appendix actually is a resume of the relevant work carried out by Janssen [6] 
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Making use of the infinite conductivity of the reflector the incident fields (!;:i' !:h) 
and the reflected fields (!;:r' !:!r) are related by: 

!;:r ::: -!;:i + 2 (0 • ;i)n 
H ::: H· - 2 (B • H·)fi -r -1 -1 

whereby n is the normal vector on the reflector of unity length. 

It turns out that: 

~r ::: -Eief ae + Ei\(lf a~ 

!:!r::: Hief ae - Hilllf alii 

and thus (in addition using: Ii? f ::: -1\'): 

EGt ::: ZoHr~ ::: cos~. F f '(ef' Pf ), 

Er. ::: -ZoHre ::: -sin~. F f (ef' Pf) 

For the field at the aperture we therefore write: 

Eea ::: Zof\a::: COS'fa·Ff($a) 

E~a ::: -ZoHea ::: -sin~a·F f(Ba) 

(A 3.3a) 

(A 3.3b) 

(A 3.4a) 

(A 3.4b) 

(A 3.5a) 

(A 3.5b) 

(A 3.6a) 

(A 3.6b) 

Note that Pa does not occur in (A 3.6) because for every ray that via reflection 

reaches the equiphase (!) aperture it holds: 

Pa ::: R ::: aperture radius ::: constant (A 3.7) 

In addition ~ a does not occur in F f ($ a) because both feed distribution function 

Ff(ef , Pf) ~nd reflector are symmetric with respect to z-' or zf - axis (see Figure 3.3) 

2. The universal formulae by which, given a prescribed aperture field 

distribution, the field of an antenna may be computed are: 
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§(~) :: curl J f [n x §(.!:a~ G (!?.!:a)dS 
Sa 

. +- -. _i_curl <:.uri fJ[A xH (rQ~G(r,rQ)dS 
Jw€" Sa.. 

!i([) :: curl Jf [n x !i(.!:a)] G <!.'.!:a)dS 

Sa 

with: 

-J~,uo curl curl HCnx £: (rQ~G([,r:<,)dS 
SQ 

e -jkh::-ral 

4-7l'\..r -rQI 

Here we have: 

- Sa is the surface of the aperture 

- r is the vector to a field point, !. = (P,fJ,f.!{) 

- .!:a is the vector to an aperture point,.!:a (R, ea, <\'a) 

- § <!.a) and !i <!.a) constitute the aperture field 

- Yi is the unity vector perpendicular to Sa' in this case 

(spherical aperture with centre of the sphere at the origin): 

n = ap (pointing from origin to field point at distance 

- w= 2",f 

to and 11-0 are the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability of 

vacuum respectively. 

In the far-field we have: 

e -jkp 

G <!.'.!:a) = 47l'P exp 0kR [c.os~ ('oSi9+sineaSineCOS(~-<q<lll} 

(A 3.8a) 

(A 3.8b) 

(A 3.9) 

(A 3.10) 

wi th which may be deduced in case of the symmetric reflector with feed in focus: 

~27l' 

E$ (r::) =:. C -Jf[(E~ (.os~ - ZoHeac.os8) Sin (~- ~Q) 
00 

+ (Eeo + 10 H~ <.D5<:1a COSB)COS (1{- ~Q )+ -ZoHo.f" sinSQ sine] 
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(A3.11a: 

90 '211" 

£lR([J :: C' i [f-( fe o case + 2oH% co5B)sin(te-l\b) 

-sin eQ exp {jk"'R[ <.OSSa coseT s\n~ Sin9cos(~-<Qq)J}-d80 d~a (A3.lI b: 

<k 
with: C = jkR2e-

J 
P, eo being the maximum value of e for an aperture point, and: 

,,/ ' 47rp 
Zo < ='{ f.loj€o 

Applying (A 3.1) the following expressions are found for the symmetric case: 

. 2 elkp 
= J kR 4f1 cos<R :f(e) (A3.12a 

(A3.12b 

with: 

eo 
'F(e) J F (8.. )sin eo exp (j kR CO'5 eo cose) 

o 

(A 3.13 

in which: - w = kR sin e a sine 

- Jo (w) and J 2 (w) are Besselfunctions of the first kind of zeroth and 

second order respectively. 

For the gainfunction G (e,~) of the antenna it holds: 
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in which Pt is the total power transmitted: 

and p(e,~) is the power density function: 

i 2 * p(e,l(') =='i.P .Re [~(~) x t! (!.>] 

Finally the next expression for G(e,~) may be deduced: 

eo 
G(e,,,,) i (kR . ka· joS'·ll sin Sf (1+c.os&f)'Jo(UV(jo1-u~) 

. exp (jkR COS&Q cose) {C<056Q + case) {Jo (t.r'+:1'2 (-W-)} 

+ (1+ rosa c.ose )'{JoC-W-)-}1. (lJ)} +2 j ~ineQ SlnSdt (w)Jd~'2. 

wi th: - tan(18 f) == M tanH e a) 

- u == ka· sin e f 
- w = kR· sin9asinS 

(A 3.14) 

(A 3.15) 

(A 3.16) 

(A 3.17) 

Now expression (A 3.17) is used in the computer program to compute the value of 

G(e,lf) for a range of angular directions (e,~). Note that G(e,~) G(e) is independent 

of ;,q. Therefore the value of If< is totally irrelevant and may be omitted. The 

relevant radiation patterns that have been computed actually relate to a constant 

value of ~ : 

We "look" in ar"q-plane. 
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Appendix 4. The computation of radiation patterns for the offset antenna 

(Just like appendix 3 this is a resume [6 J.) 
Between the computer programs for offset and non-offset antenna there are several 

differences. The first arises because the feed has been rotated at an angle IX f with 

the negative z-axis (in chapter 4; in chapter 5 this is cx. o)' Therefore we have to 
, , I 

transform the gain diagram G f(S f'1R f) of the feed from the rotated coordinate sys-
I t I 

tem (x f' y f' z f) to the coordinate system (xf' y l' zf)' As contrasted to (A3.I) it 

now holds: 

with: 

A =- sinCt.f· Sin ~f 
'5in8r 

B = 5in Sf C.OSC'(.r - (.Q':I ~f COs Brs1ncxr 
Siner 

(A4.ia) 

(A4.1b) 

(A4.2a) 

(A4..2b) 

In this case the equiphase aperture also has radius R, but touches the reflector only 

in one point. The aperture field satisfies the next expression: 

(A4..3a) 

(A4.3b) 

with: 

(A4..4) 

whereby: 

(A4..5a) 
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! ! 

U :::: ka.sin fit f (A4-.5b) 

Given the aperture field, we may again compute the antenna field from the formulae 

(A3.Sa/b). The electric far field (Ee, Elf) is again given by (A3.11a/b), except that 

the integration intervals have to be changed: 

8o'llT at ~ r''''''' (go 

1 
r 

from: JI 1:.0: 

J 
00 (Y.-B -~o,rrax (e,J 

because now, looking from the origin, the reflector covers an angular area with e 
co-ordinate running from cx- ~ to Ct+ ~ and ((I co-ordinate from -!f1a ,max ($a) to + l? 

a,max (Bah hereby it appears after some calculations that: 

(
0 ) ( (05/3 - c.cs ex· COS eQ ) 

In g = arccos 1-
't" a,max a \ sincx. . Sin Sa 

(A4-.6) 

Because the central beam is expected to have its maximum gain close to the main 

direction of the antenna {i.e. the symmetry axis of the cone as described by (4-.1» 

we will henceforth regard field and gain with respect to the co-ordinate system 

(xoff' Yoff' zoff)' that arises from the co-ordinate system (x,y,z) by rotation around 

the y-axis over an angle rx. Because of this it holds: 

Eeoff = Boft .ES(.!J + Aoff" E~{.!J (A4-.7a) 

~off -Aoff .Ee(.!J + Boff .Elf(.!J (A4.7b) 

with: 

Aoff 
~in Ct. sin \{Iollr 

= Sine (A4-.8a) 

Boft = sin &on c.o5ct + C.C6<.QoW cosBoW 
sine 

(A4-.8b) 

Now (E90 ff' E~off) is not yet the final form by which we want to describe the field. 

What we want is to have a division in the desIrable or co-polar field (denoted by 

Ecopol) and the undesirable or cross-polar field (denoted by Expol )' With regard to 
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what is considered 'desirable' or 'undesirable' there are three possible definitions of 

cross-polarization [9]. However, just one of these is fit for antenna measurements, 

which is why we apply it. This definition is (see also Figure A4.1): 

(A4.9a) 

~xpol = sin if ~9 + cos ~ ~9 (A4.9b) 

--~~~L-----______________________ ~~~ ______ --+Z 

'I 

Figure A4.1: Definition of co- and cross-polarization. 

It follows from the above definition: 

(A4.1 Ga) 

(A4.10b) 

whereby E90 ff and E<qoff are given by (A4.7). The co- and cross-polar gain Gcopol 

and Gxpo1 are related to Ecopol and Expol by means of: 

(A4.11a) 
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(A4.11b) 

with Pt being the total power transmitted: 

7t E~ a'l1; (J01 ) 
(A4.12) 

'220 

When the feed is placed out of focus the farfield is not exactly represented by 

(A3.Ila/b) (with adapted integration intervals) anymore. There are three alterations: 

1. The aperture field (~a' !:la) intensity changes due to the altered di-

stance along a ray from the feed. 

2. The rays are no longer exactly rectangular to the aperture so that 

l!l x ~(!a) I and I~ x !j(!a) I decrease; see (A3.Sa/b). 

3. Due to the altered distance along a ray the aperture no longer is of 

equal phase. 

The third alteration is by far the most important one and can be accounted for by 

multiplying the integrand in (A3.11a/b) by the term: e-jtp(~,<qQ); see [6J. 
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Appendix 5 Calculation of directions between gain maxima and of bisecting 

directions 

The gain maxima are located at points P and Q with respective co-ordinates! 

for P: (Roff ' e off' lR off) = (l, e l' tf 1) (A5.1a) 

(A5.1b) 

We have taken the value for Roff to be 1 so as to simplify calculations. This is al

lowed because Roff serves no further function here. 

See Figure A5.1 for a diagram of their location in spherical coordinates. 

Figure A5.l: The location of points P and Q In spherical coordinates. 

We have lifted out the intersection of the diagram with the plane e-PQ and have 

drawn this in Figure A5.2, together with some additional quantities we will need in 

our calculation. 
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? 

LM 

1 

Q 
---------- -

Figure A5.2: The plane OPQ with additional quantities. 

I 

L is the point at distance 1 from u whose spherical coordinates we want to 

relate to those of P and Q. 
I 

L is the point of intersection of the lines Ij Land PQ at distance RL from (1. 

M is the central point of the line PQ. 

apq is the angle POQ. 

a.pl is the angle POL. 

Further we define (as a short-hand notation): 

(A5.2) 

From Figure A5.2 we derive: 

10M! 1 (A5.3) = cos 2 tX pq 

IPM\ . 1 (A5.4) = Sln'2lX. pq 

IP"QI 2\PMj 2 . 1 (A5.5) = = smI C(. pq 

and with (A5.2): 
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jptj = A liiQl = 1Asin~pq 

IIMI = !PMI -J?t! = 0-2A)sin1Q',pq (A5.7) 

From the right-angled triangle vLM we may obtain two expressions relating}. and RL 

to oc pI and ('X, pq: 

1. Using (A5.3) and (A5.7) we find: 

It appears after some calculation that (A5.9) may be rewritten as: 

or: 

A = 
sin ~PL 

Sin (ct?Q - CXPL I 

2. Using (A5.3) we find: 

cos (.1 <Ipa - a.. PL ) 
IBMI_ 
lOLl -

Thus we obtain for R L : 

(A5.8) 

(A5.9) 

(A5.10) 

(A5.11) 

(A5.12) 

(A5.13) 

We will need the results given by (A5.10), (A5.11) and (A5.13) in the calculation of 

the 'spherical coordinates of Land/or L 1, being: 

(A5.14a) 
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(A5.14b) 

~ 

On seeking an expression for er. we notice that PL and PQ have the same direction. 

Combining this with (A5.2) results in: 

(A5.l5) 

being equivalent to: 

..-:>. ~ -->.--" 
OL - OP = A (OQ - OP) (A5.l6) 

so: 

6t = A oQ + ( 1 - A )oP (A5.l7) 

In the (xoff' Yoff' zoff) coordinate system this means: 

(A5.l8) 

whereby from a spherical-to-rectangular co-ordinate transformation it follows, using 

(A5.la/b): 

Xp = sinel coslRl (A5.19a) 

Yp = sinel sinlQl (A5.l9b) 

zp = cosel (A5.l9c) 

Xq = sina2 cos~2 (A5.l9d) 

Yq = sin 192 sin~2 (A5.lge) 

Zq = cose2 (A5.l9f) 
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Therefore we find from (A5.18): 

XL = Asint92 cos\R2 + (1 -.A) sin C\ cos\Ql 

YL = Asin 82 sin~2 + (1 - ~) sin $1 sin eel 

zL = A cose2 + (1 - A) cose 1 

(A5.20a) 

(A5.20b) 

(A5.20c) 

On the other hand: A sphericaJ to rectangular coordinate transformation applied to 

(A5 .14a) gives: 

XL = RL cos~ sim9L 
YL = R L sin~L sinB:t 

zL = R L cosBr. 

Expression (A5.21c) delivers us er: 

(A5.21a) 

(A5.21b) 

(A5.21c) 

(A5.22) 

whereby use has been made of (A5.20c) and (A5.13). " can be eliminated by applying 

(A5.10) and (A5.11): 

With the auxiliary expression: 

we find: 

cos 8r. = Sin \t?L CDS $ ... f" Sin (X.'PQ - (x'pt ) '-05 191 

Sin OCPQ 

(A5.23) 

(A5.24) 

(A5.25) 

Because both spherical co-ordinate 19L and inverse-cosine function arccos have as 

their range: [O;7f] we obtain the usable expression for C\: 

(A5.26) 
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Hereby ~pl is the primary assumed known parameter that unambiguously determines 
.......:0. 

any location L (and/or r.: )~ whereas ~pq is delivered by the inner product of OP and 
--:. 
OQ: 

Apply (A5.19) to obtain the next result: 

On analogy of the reasoning preceding (A5.26) we obtain: 

ex pq = arccos [sinB] sinG2 cos (~] -~2) + cosa] cose2J 

Expression (A5.21a) delivers us <RIl 

(A5.27) 

(A5.28) 

(A5.29) 

whereby use has been made of (A5.20a) and (A5.13). Once again we use (A5.10), 

(A5.11) and (A5.24), to obtain: 

sin (X.PL· sinG"l (D5 t.!(7.. +sin (<X.po - (lPL)' sin Sr C05~ 
Sin Ct.PQ • 'Sin 8r. 

(A5.3l) 

In this expression cc, pi andapq are as before, whereas8t is given by (A5.26). 

If ex. = 0 we cannot use (A5.3l), because then both numerator and denominator be

come zero. In fact the value we take for \.(1r. is arbitrary then (we will take 

~r. =~l)' Next we will consider the case 8L "# 0: 

As contrasted with $L the range over which <e'I. extends is: [0; 2nJ. This cannot be 

produced just by taking: arccos (cos~) for this just ranges over: [O;7I:J. I~stead we 

have to distinguish the cases YL ~O and YL <0, for they make the determination of~L 

out of (A5.31) unambiguous as can be seen from (A5.21b). 

We find: 
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if Yr. <0: t.eL::; 27l' - arccos (cos~) 
~-------------------

whereby (A5.31) has to be substituted for cos~T... 

The condition YL ~ 0 is equal to (see (A5.20b»: 

(A5.32a) 

(A5.32b) 

(A5.33) 

With (A5.10) and (A5.11) we obtain the equivalent condition for Y:r.. ~ 0 (on the condi

tion thateL:f 0 and ~pq f: 0): 

(A5.34) 

The arbitrary points L and I..: whose co-ordinates &r,and <eL we have determined lie in 

a direction between (the gain maxima) P and Q. 

As an addition to this we determine theBoff and l.f( off coordinates of any point L 

(and L') in the direction from (the gain maximum) P that bisects the directions from 

P to (the other two gain maxima) Q 1 and Q2' See Figure A5.3. 

Figure A5.3: Bisection in P of the segments of a circle PQ 1 and PQ2' 
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Q'1' Q'2 and Q'h are defined s6 that Qp...L PQ' l' Or J.... PQ'2 and 5P .L PQ'h' and 

that oQ'I' OQ'2 and oQ'h have the same directions as oQl' oQ2 and oQh 

respectively. We denote the angle Q' 1 PQI2 by] • Q'h is defined s6 that both angles 

Q' 1 PQ'h and Q'hPQ'2 are equal toh. The function of Q in the first part of this 

chapter is taken over by Qh' Qn lies on the segment Q 1 Q2 of a circle with centre 

at o,j6Qhl = 1. 

----" --" 
First we determine the angle 'O = L. (PQ'1' PQ' 2): 

Applying the vector property: 

--'" --'" 
results in case ~ = PQ'l and £ = PQI 2 in: 

Because oP.J.. PQ'l' 6P...L PQ'2 and loP\ = 1 we find: 

IPQ'll = tan Q; pql 

IPQ'21 = tan (X. pq2 

--'" 
----'" 001 OQ'l = c.oscx.P01 
~ --"" 
OQ'2 = 002 

CbS(X.J>Q2 

Further: 

----.:. 
~ ---' --" 001 

-..--:.. 

PQ'l = OQ'l - OP = COS !X-POt 
- UP 

-...:. 
-...:.. --->. ~ 001. ---:. 

PQ'2 = OQ'2 - OP = COS<l:PQ .. 
- 01' 

so that: 

(001., OF) 

(A5.35) 

(A5.36) 

(A5.37a) 

(A5.37b) 

(A5.37c) 

(A5.37d) 

(A5.38a) 

(A5.38b) 

(A5.39) 
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For the angles that occur in (A5.39) the following relations are valid: 

.- ---'" 
COS(l' pqI = (OP, OQi 

sin8p sinBqI cos( 'tip - "ql) + cosep cos&q I (A5.40a) 

---'>. --:. 

cosoc pq2 :: (OP, OQ2) 

:: sine? sin i9q2 cos(<ep -o/q2) + cosBp coseq2 (A5.40b) 

--..::. --l> 

COS~qlq2 :: (OQl' OQ2) 

:: sineq1 sin8q2 cos(~~l -<Pq2) ... cos8q1 cos8q2 (A5.40c) 

In here (ep' p)' (Bq l'ifql) and (Sq2,<qq2) are the spherical <Boff,<.qoff) coordinates of P, 

Ql and Q2 respectively. 

Inserting (A5.37a/b) and (A5.39) In (A5.36) we obtain: 

cosO' 
C05(X.G1 Q • -1 

co::. CX:J:Q 1 ' CCf'!:, o..:?Q 1-

tan ~?Ql' tano:.PO"l 

--'" 
Next we determine the vector OQ'm: 

Observe that the angle '0 is bisected by the vector ~, being: 

v 

---'" 

(A5.4l) 

(A5.42) 

The vectors v and PQ'm have the same direction. However, we may not conclude: 
--" 
PQ'm = ~, because in general they are of unequal length. What does hold is: 

(A5.43) 

Of the point Q'h we know that it lies between Q'l and Q'2' although at this mo

ment we do not know exactly where. This can be stated in terms of vectors as 

follows: 
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with 0 <11< 1. 

Insert (A5.4-4-) and (A5.4-2) in (A5.4-3): 

----'" ----> 
Because PQ'1 and PQ'2 have different directions we demand: 

so: 

and: 

lro~t 
1 -11 =-----

Im~1 + lro~\ 
Insert (A5.4-6b/c) in (A5.4-4): 

Combine this with (A5.37a/b) and (A5.38a/b): 

( 00 -'") ( 601 
-.:.. ton cx.PQj. 7.. - OP +tan ctPQ'l. cc:oct 
PQ'H = COSQ'.POL POt 

tan OCPOl +- tan o!, PQ1. 

Multiply numerator and denominator by COSlXpql COSQ:pq2: 

---" 

PQ'ff = 

Observe that: 

slncx.PQ1' 002 + sin a.PQ7. ,001 

;,in (CI'.?Ql +- cx.PQ'2. ) 

(A5.4-4-) 

(A5.4-5) 

(A5.4-6a) 

(A5.4-6b) 

(A5.4-6c) 

(A5.4-7) 

oP) 
(A5.4-8) 

(A5.4-9) 

(A5.50) 
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so: 

OQIH = ---""---:-------:-- (A5.51) 

We are interested in the e off and tf off coordinates of QJ1' They are the same as 

those of Q'H' for we may write: 

for Q'H: (Roff ' 8off ' tR off) (R 'fi'~'~H) 

\ for QH : (Roff ' e off' 'R off) = (l, H' 'fH) 

(A5.52a) 

(A5.52b) 

We eliminate the denominator in (A5.5l) on behalf of a simplification in the final 

expressions: 

We may write: 

so we only have to determine the e off and tRoff coordinates of Q"ff' 

In the (xoff' Yoff' zoff) coordinate system (A5.53) means: 

R"H sin%. cosU(H = sinocpql' sineq2 costqq2 + sin~pq2 sin&ql cos tf'q 1 

R"B sin<1i sin~H = sinCtpql ,sin8q2 sinCfq2 + sinCl'-pq2 sin$ql sin~ql 

R"M cos% :: sinOCpql·cos9q2 + sina.pq2 COS$ql 

(A5.53) 

(A5.54) 

(A5.55a) 

(A5.55b) 

(A5.55c) 

whereby (eql , ~ ql) and (Sq2' \f' q2) are the spherical (8off,'foff)- co-ordinates of Q 1 and 

Q2 respectively. R"H can be found from (A5.53): 

(A5.56) 

Btl follows from (A5.55c) with (A5.56): 
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(A5.57) 

cos ~ h follows from (A.5.55a) with (A5.56) 

(A5.58) 

On analogy of the derivation of (A5.32a/b) we find for ~ h: 

I' if ~ ~ 0: '1'h arbitrary. take: 'I' H ~ 0 

. if Y qH" ~ 0: If H ;;:; arccos (coslfff) 

if efl " 0, < 
if Y qH" < 0: ~ H 2 - arccos (cos~) 

'--------

(A5.59a) 

(A5.59b) 

The condition Y qH" ~ a is equal to: 

\ sin ex; pql . sineq2 sin<fq2 + sinapq2' sineq1 sinlfql ~ a . '(A5.60) 

whereby YqH" is given by (A5.5 b). 

Having obtained the 8 0ff and 410ff co-ordinates of QH we can find the co-ordinates 

(C1r.,Clr,) of any point L! on the segment PQh (or L' on the lIne PQH) by applying the 

expressions (A5.26), (A5.29), (A5.3i), (A5.32) and (A5.34), yet with Q replaced by Qh 

and ($2' t+: 2) replaced by (eW 4>H)' 
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